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Preface

In real-life most system documentation is incomplete, outdated, incomprehensible, or even entirely missing, a situation
which seems to get even worse over time. E.g., modern systems often comprise components, each of which having its
own history and origin, and only very few of them are adequately documented. Moreover, the longer a system lives,
the less likely is that originally available documentation is adequately updated. What remains are partial, typically
informal descriptions which are difficult for a human to make sense of, let alone automatic analysis and verification
tools. This endangers proper maintenance and system evolution, which, inevitably, seems to lead to legacy systems.
Automata learning techniques have some potential to overcome this situation by allowing to construct and later
update formal behavioral models automatically.

In this course, we review the essence of practical automata learning under this perspective. We discuss its major
challenges, its variants, possible solutions, and illustrating case studies. We will see that the theoretically quite well-
studied active learning technology can be enhanced application-specifically, and become a powerful tool for practical
system development. This requires the combination application-specific optimizations to increase scalability, the
adequate treatment of parameters and data flow, tailored abstraction mechanisms, and an adequate adaptation of
testing technology.

The course is structured in four blocks, followed by a summarizing session as sketched below. Of these four blocks,
the first two are supported by the first paper “Introduction to Active Automata Learning - a Practical Perspective”
in this collection, the third block by the second paper “Automata Learning with Automated Alphabet Abstraction
Refinement”, and the lab-based tutorials by the remaining material. Supporting material for the fourth block will be
made available online.

1. Introduction to automata learning (the essence)
(Monday: 2h lecture, 2h tutorial)

The focus here will be on “active” automata learning in the sense of Angluin’s L∗ algorithm.

Besides the foundations in terms of classical automata theory, enough information will be provided to prepare
for the lab-based tutorial session for providing a first tangible experience of the technology, its strengths and its
weaknesses, e.g. concerning the roles of the oracles and the treatment of counterexamples. The lab-session will
also introduce the LearnLib (http://www.learnlib.de), which will be used throughout the course to illustrate
phenomena, and the impact on certain methods and algorithms.

2. Enhancements
(Tuesday: 2h lecture, 2h tutorial)

The focus here will be on totally application-independent enhancements concerning

• the use of dedicated data structures

• the efficient treatment of counterexamples

• the efficient realization of equivalence queries

• the choice of model structures (e.g., DFA, Mealy machines, I/O-Automata)

For illustration we will use the scenario setup for the ZULU challenge (http://labh-curien.univ-st-etienne.fr/zulu/)
during the lab-based tutorial session.
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3. Learning in practice I: Tailored Abstractions
(Wednesday: 2h lecture, 2h hands on session)

This lecture will focus on abstraction, the central notion for bringing learning to practical use: on the one
hand, automata learning is too expensive to apply directly to most realistic concrete systems, on the other
hand, dealing smoothly with abstraction without having to build a detailed concrete model is one of the major
“selling points” of automata learning. The lab-based tutorial session will illustrate the impact of adequate ab-
stractions, as well as ways to overcome one major problem of abstractions: the introduction of non-determinism.

4. Learning in practice II: Interrogating Realistic Systems
(Thursday: 2h lecture, 2h hands on session)

This lecture will focus on the application aspect of learning, like connecting to real systems, realization of re-
sets, approximations of equivalence oracles, etc., addressing various scenarios (cf. RERS, http://rers.automata-
learning.net/scientific-discussion.html). The lab-based tutorial session will guide through the development of a
learning setup for a real life application, comprising most of the addressed problems and phenomena.

5. Summary and Perspectives
(Friday: 2h lecture)

This final session will summarize the essence of the course in a way that highlights ongoing work, perspec-
tives, and open problems. It will also discuss the option of a common book project for interested participants.

Bernhard Steffen
Falk Howar
Maik Merten
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Introduction to Active Automata Learning from
a Practical Perspective?

Bernhard Steffen, Falk Howar, and Maik Merten

TU Dortmund University, Chair for Programming Systems, Dortmund, D-44227,
Germany

{steffen|falk.howar|maik.merten}@cs.tu-dortmund.de

Abstract. In this chapter we give an introduction to active learning
of Mealy machines, an automata model particularly suited for modeling
the behavior of realistic reactive systems. Active learning is characterized
by its alternation of an exploration phase and a testing phase. During
exploration phases so-called membership queries are used to construct
hypothesis models of a system under learning. In testing phases so-called
equivalence queries are used to compare respective hypothesis models to
the actual system. These two phases are iterated until a valid model of
the target system is produced.
We will step-wisely elaborate on this simple algorithmic pattern, its un-
derlying correctness arguments, its limitations, and, in particular, ways
to overcome apparent hurdles for practical application. This should pro-
vide students and outsiders of the field with an intuitive account of the
high potential of this challenging research area in particular concerning
the control and validation of evolving reactive systems.

1 Motivation

Interoperability remains a fundamental challenge when connecting heteroge-
neous systems [10]. The Connect Integrated Project [35] aims at overcoming
the interoperability barrier by synthesizing required Connectors on the fly in
five steps [5, 21]: (i) extracting knowledge from, (ii) learning about and (iii) rea-
soning about the interaction behavior of networked systems, as a basis for (iv)
synthesizing Connectors [33, 34], and subsequently (v) generating and deploy-
ing them for immediate use [9].

This chapter focuses on the foundations for step (ii), namely on techniques for
leveraging and enriching the extracted knowledge by means of experimentation
with the targeted components. Central are here advanced techniques for active
automata learning [3, 38, 4, 31, 50], which are designed for optimally aggregating,
and where necessary completing, the observed behavior.

Characteristic for active learning automata learning is its iterative alternation
between a “testing” phase for completing the transitions relation of the model ag-
gregated from the observed behavior, and an equivalence checking phase, which

? This work is supported by the European FP 7 project CONNECT (IST 231167).
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either signals success or provides a counterexample, i.e., a behavior that distin-
guishes the current aggregate (called hypothesis) from the system to be learned.
In practice, this second phase must typically be (approximately) realized via
testing. This is the reason for the learning approach neither to be correct nor
complete in practice. However, it can be proven that it optimally aggregates the
behavior optimal in the following sense: hypothesis models are guaranteed to
be the most concise (state-minimal) consistent representation of the observed
behavior.

This technique, which originally has been introduced for dealing with formal
languages, works very well also for reactive systems, whenever the chosen inter-
pretation of the stimuli and reactions leads to a deterministic language. For such
systems, active automata learning can be regarded as regular extrapolation, i.e.,
as a technique to construct the “best” regular model being consistent with the
observations made. This is similar to the well-known polynomial extrapolation,
where polynomials are used instead of finite automata, and functions instead
of reactive systems. And like there, the quality, not the applicability, of extrap-
olation depends on the structure of the considered system behavior. However,
due to the enormous degree of freedom inherent in reactive systems, automata
learning is computationally much more expensive than polynomial extrapola-
tion. Thus the success of automata learning in practice very much depends on
the optimizations employed to exploit the specific profile of the system to be
learned [31, 50]. One important step in the direction was the generalization of
the modeling structure from deterministic automata to Mealy machines [31, 45,
32, 52]. We will therefore consider this setup throughout this chapter.

Outline: In this chapter we will review the foundations of active learning for
Mealy machines, which have proven to be an adequate modeling formalism for
reactive systems in practice.

We will start in Section 2 by formally introducing Mealy machines and trans-
ferring the idea of the Nerode-relation from languages to the world of Mealy
machines. This will provide us with a mechanism for distinguishing states of
an unknown system under learning. Finally, we will revisit the idea of partition
refinement, using a simple minimization algorithm for Mealy machines as an
example.

In Section 3 we will then exactly define the scenario of active learning and
discuss how the ideas from Section 2 can be put together conceptually in order
to infer models from black-box systems. This scheme will be used in Section 4
when we present an intuitive algorithm that uses a direct on-the-fly construction
approach to learning. In Section 5 we present a modified L∗ learning algorithm
for Mealy machines that uses the data-structures and building blocks usually
used in active learning literature.

Finally, we will discuss briefly the challenges to be faced when using active
learning in real-world scenarios in Section 6 and present a framework for au-
tomata learning in Section 7, before we conclude in Section 8. A more detailed
account of practical challenges is given in [30, 36]. Section 9 contains pointers to
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literature for the interested reader and in Section 10 you will find some exercises
based on the concepts presented in this chapter.

2 Modeling Reactive Systems

In this section we will discuss how to model reactive systems formally and intro-
duce Mealy machines as an adequate formalism for modeling systems with input
and output. We will see that Mealy machines can be given semantics in terms of
runs in the same way as finite automata are interpreted as representations of for-
mal languages. Subsequently, we exploit this similarity to a Myhill/Nerode-like
theorem for the Mealy scenario. This will allow us to define canonical models
and provides us with a handle to construct Mealy machines from sets of runs. Fi-
nally, we will present a minimization algorithm for Mealy machines and thereby
revisit the concept of partition refinement, the characteristic algorithmic pattern
underlying active learning.

Most of the systems we are using every day – imagine a telephony system
– can be seen as reactive systems: These systems usually (almost) never termi-
nate and interact with their environment, e.g., with a user or another system.
They expose a set of input actions to their environment and on a specific in-
put these systems will produce some output: In a telephony system, e.g., after
dialing a number, you may hear a ringing tone. Alternatively, you might also
hear a busy tone. From a user’s perspective this behavior of the system is not
(input) deterministic, (i.e., the reaction to the same input (sequence) leads to
two different reactions (outputs)) although, from a more detailed perspective it
is not: including additional information on the “state” of the system will expose
the causal prerequisites of hearing a ringing tone or busy tone. In this particular
case, we even know the causal connections: when we attempt to call someone
who is in a call already, we will hear the busy tone. Thus the apparent (input)
non-determinism can be overcome by considering the larger context including
the activities that led to the called party being already on a call.

Active automata learning very much depends on the system under learning to
be (input) deterministic. Usually this is not too much of a restriction as indicated
above: apparently non-deterministic practical (man made) systems can usually
be “made” deterministic by adding detail (refinement). Otherwise, the system
would not be controllable, which often is considered a reliability problem.

Example 1 (A coffee machine). Let us consider a very simple reactive system: a
coffee machine. This machine has an assessable user interface, namely a button
which starts the production of delicious coffee. However, before the production
of this precious fluid can commence, a water tank (filled with water) and a coffee
pod have to be put in place. After every cup of coffee produced, the machine has
to be cleaned, which involves the removal of all expendables. Thus the operations
possible on the machine are “water” (fill the water tank), “pod” (provide a fresh
coffee pod), “clean” (remove all expendables) and “button” (start the production
of coffee).

Introduction to Active Automata Learning - a Practical Perspective 3



(a) empty (b) with pod (c) with water

(d) with pod and water (e) success (f) error

Fig. 1. The illustrated state space of the coffee machine

One single flaw that escaped product testing, however, is that the machine
will immediately enter an error state on any mishandling. If, e.g., the button for
coffee production is pressed before a complete set of expendables is filled in, an
error will be signaled that cannot be overcome using the conventional interaction
operations described above. This explains the lukewarm reception by consumers
and in turn the affordable price of the machine.

The state space of the machine is readily observable (see Fig. 1), as is the
output produced: the machine can be “OK” (“X”) with a user interaction, pro-
duce coffee (“K”), or express its dissatisfaction with the way it is operated by
signaling an error (“W”). ut

2.1 Mealy machines

Mealy machines are a variant of automata which distinguish between an input
alphabet and an output alphabet. Characteristic for Mealy machines is that in-
puts are always enabled (in other words the transition function is totally defined
for all input symbols), and that their response to an input (sequence) is uniquely
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determined (this property is called input determinism). Both properties fit the
requirements of a large class of (reactive) systems very well.

We will use Mealy machines throughout this chapter. It should, however,
be noted that there is a very close relationship between Mealy machines and
deterministic finite automata: Mealy machines can be regarded as deterministic
finite automata over the union of the input alphabet and an output alphabet
with just one rejection state, which is a sink, or more elegantly, with a partially
defined transition relation. In fact, considering partially defined transition rela-
tions provides a close analogy, as Mealy machines do not distinguish between
accepting and rejecting states. They distinguish runs according to their output.
Semantically this means that these automata define prefix closed languages, an
adequate choice when modeling the reactive behavior of a system, because one
cannot observe a long run without first seeing its prefixes.

More formally, we assume a set of input actions Σ and a set of outputs Ω,
and we refer as usual to sequences of inputs (or outputs) w = α1 . . . αn, where
αi ∈ Σ, as words, which can be concatenated, as well as split into prefixes and
suffixes in the same way as known from language theory: we write w = uv to
denote that w can be split into a prefix u and a suffix v, or – reversely – that
u and v can be concatenated to w. Sometimes, when we want to emphasize the
concatenation, we write u · v, and we denote the empty word by ε.

Let us now define a Mealy machine:

Definition 1. A Mealy machine is defined as a tuple M = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉
where

– S is a finite nonempty set of states (be n = |S| the size of the Mealy ma-
chine),

– s0 ∈ S is the initial state,
– Σ is a finite input alphabet,
– Ω is a finite output alphabet,
– δ : S ×Σ → S is the transition function, and
– λ : S ×Σ → Ω is the output function.

Intuitively, a Mealy machine evolves through states s ∈ S, and whenever one
applies an input symbol (or action) α ∈ Σ, the machine moves to a new state
according to δ (s, α) and produces an output according to λ(s, α). ut

We write s
α/o−→ s′ to denote that on input symbol α the Mealy machine moves

from state s to state s′ producing output symbol o. We will denote the straight-
forward inductive extensions of δ : S ×Σ → S and λ : S ×Σ → Ω to deal with
words in the second component with δ∗ and λ∗, respectively. δ∗ : S × Σ∗ → S
and λ∗ : S × Σ∗ → Ω are formally defined by δ∗(s, ε) = s and δ∗(s, αw) =
δ∗(δ(s, α), w); by λ∗(s, ε) = ∅ and λ∗(s, wα) = λ(δ∗(s, w), α) respectively.

Example 2 (Modeling the coffee machine). We can specify the behavior of the
coffee machine from Example 1 as the Mealy machineMcm = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉,
where

Introduction to Active Automata Learning - a Practical Perspective 5



a

b c

d d′e

f

pod/X water/X
clean/X button/W

water/X

pod/X

button/W

pod/X

water/X

button/W

button/K

{water, pod}/X

button/K

{water, pod}/X

clean/X

Σ \ {clean}/W

Σ/W

Fig. 2. Mealy specification of the coffee machine

– S = {a, b, c, d, d′, e, f}
– s0 = a
– Σ = {water, pod, button, clean}
– Ω = {X,K,W}

The transition- and output-function are defined according to the model shown
in Fig. 2. In this example specification, we use two states d and d′ differing wrt.
the order in which water and pod have been filled into the machine. ut

The concrete behavior of a Mealy machine when processing a sequence of inputs
α1α2 . . . αn has the pattern of an alternating sequence of input and output sym-
bols α1o1α2o2 . . . αnon. It turns out, however, that Mealy machines can be fully
characterized in terms of their runs, which abstract from all the intermediate
outputs and simply record the the final output. This means that the follow-
ing semantic functional JMK : Σ∗ → Ω defined by JMK(w) = λ∗(s0, w) faithfully
captures the behavioral semantics of Mealy machines (see Theorem 1). In partic-
ular, we will see that the corresponding notion of semantic equivalenceM≡M′
defined by JMK = JM′K is the leading notion in the following development.
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Example 3 (Runs of Mealy machines). The run

〈water pod button clean button, W〉

is in JMcmK, while the run

〈water button clean, X〉

is not, because in Mcm, once a run passes state f no other output than W will
be produced. ut

2.2 Regularity

In this section we will characterize which functionals P : Σ∗ → Ω are the
semantics of some Mealy machine. Key to this characterization is the following
notion of equivalence induced by P on input words which resembles the well-
known Nerode relation for formal languages [44]:

Definition 2 (Equivalence of words wrt. P ). Two words u, u′ ∈ Σ∗ are
equivalent wrt. ≡P , iff for all continuations v ∈ Σ∗, the concatenated words uv
and u′v are mapped to the same output by P :

u ≡P u′ ⇔ (∀v ∈ Σ∗. P (uv) = P (u′v)).

We write [u] to denote the equivalence class of u wrt. ≡P . ut

Obviously, ≡P is an equivalence relation: equality is reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive. Also, we observe that every Mealy machine M for P refines such a
relation ≡P : Two words u, u′ ∈ Σ∗ leading to the same state have to be in the
same class of ≡P as the future behavior of M for both words is identical.

Example 4 (Equivalence of words wrt. P ). In our example model of Mcm from
Example 2 and Figure 2, the following three words (among others) are equivalent
wrt. ≡JMcmK:

water pod (1)

≡JMcmK water water pod (2)

≡JMcmK pod pod water (3)

For (1) and (2) it is obvious, because (1) and (2) lead to the same state (d). The
word (3), on the other hand, leads to a different state (d′). However, we defined
the equivalence relation on Σ∗, and not on Mcm. We leave it to the reader to
retrace that there does not exists a possible continuation of (1) and (3) in Σ∗,
which proves both words inequivalent. ut

This is already sufficient to prove our Characterization Theorem as a straight-
forward adaption of the Myhill/Nerode theorem for regular languages and de-
terministic finite automata (DFA) [26, 44].

Introduction to Active Automata Learning - a Practical Perspective 7



Theorem 1 (Characterization Theorem). A mapping P : Σ∗ → Ω is
a semantic functional for some Mealy machine iff ≡P has only finitely many
equivalence classes (finite index).

Proof. (⇒): Let M be an arbitrary Mealy machine. Then we must show that
≡JMK has finite index. This follows directly from that fact that all input words
that lead to the same state of the M are obviously equivalent, which limits the
index by the number of state of M.
(⇐): Consider the following definition of Mealy machineMP = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉:
– S is given by the classes of ≡P .
– s0 is given by [ε].
– the transition function is defined by δ([w], α) = [wα].
– the output function can be defined as λ([w], α) = o, where P (wα) = o.

Then it is straightforward to verify that MP is a well-defined Mealy machine
with semantic functional P , i.e., with JMP K = P .

ut
In analogy to classical language theory, we will call a mapping P : Σ∗ → Ω
regular whenever there exists a corresponding Mealy machine MP , or, equiv-
alently, whenever ≡P has finite index. In this situation it is easy to establish
a corresponding variant of the famous Pumping Lemma (cf. [26]), again in full
analogy to classical language theory:

Proposition 1 (Bounded reachability). Every state of a minimal Mealy ma-
chine with n states has an access sequence, i.e., a path from the initial state to
this state, of length at most n − 1. Every transition of this Mealy machine can
be covered by a sequence of length at most n from the initial state.

A more careful look at the Mealy machine MP constructed above reveals that
it is indeed the up to isomorphism unique state-minimal Mealy machine with
semantic functional P , as two input words can obviously only lead to the same
state if they are equivalent wrt. ≡P . This makes MP the canonical model for
representing P .

Example 4 shows that a Mealy machine can have more than one state per
class of ≡JMK. In the following, we will investigate when and how we can effec-
tively transform such Mealy machines into canonical form. Please note that the
construction in the proof of the Characterization Theorem is not effective as it
is in general not possible to compute ≡P just from P . We will see that there is
a smooth transition from variants of minimization algorithms to the underlying
pattern of L∗, Angluin’s seminal active learning algorithm.

2.3 Canonical Mealy Machines

For an arbitrary Mealy machine, we will usually have no information about the
index of ≡JMK, the classes of ≡JMK, or how single states correspond to classes
of ≡JMK. From Theorem 1 we know, however, that all words leading to the
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same state, have to be in the same class of ≡JMK, and that there exists a Mealy
machine whose states directly correspond to the equivalence classes of ≡JMK.
Unfortunately, trying the minimize a given Mealy machine by merging some
states whose access sequences are ≡JMK-equivalent has two drawbacks:

– it may destroy the well-definedness of the transitions function δ (which could
be overcome by generalizing the notion for Mealy automaton to allow for
transitions relations), and, much worse,

– proving the equivalence of access sequences is in general quite hard. In the
setting of active learning of black box system (cf. Section 6) it is even unde-
cidable in general.

However there is an alternative way, which in addition to its elegance and effi-
ciency, paves the way to active automata learning: partition refinement. Rather
than collapsing a too fine partition on access sequences (given here by the states
of a Mealy machine), partition refinement works by iteratively refining too coarse
partitions (initially typically the partition with just one class) based on so called
distinguishing suffixes, i.e., suffixes that witness the difference of two access se-
quences.

Remark: Both approaches, the collapsing-based approach and the refinement-
based approach, iteratively compute fixed points on the basis of JMK: collapsing
the smallest, and refining the greatest. As the fixed point is unique in this case,
both approaches would lead to the same result.

Theorem 1 and its underlying construction ofMP provide the conceptual back-
bone for all the following variants of partition refinement algorithms. The fol-
lowing notion is important:

Definition 3 (k-distinguishability). Two states s, s′ ∈ S of some Mealy ma-
chine M are k-distinguishable, iff there is a word w ∈ Σ∗ of length k or shorter,
for which λ∗(s, w) 6= λ∗(s′, w). ut

Intuitively, two states are k-distinguishable, if starting from both states we
can produce different outputs when processing the same suffix within k steps.
To ease readability, we introduce exact k-distinguishability, denoted by k=, for
states that are k-distinguishable, but not (k − 1)-distinguishable.

As a general prerequisite for the following developments, we will assume that
we can effectively ask so-called membership queries (a central notion in active
learning), i.e., that there is a so-called membership oracle which returns JMK(w)
in constant time, whenever it is asked for w, and we will measure the efficiency
of the following approaches to constructing canonical Mealy machines just in the
number of required membership queries. We denote the canonical representation
of some Mealy machine M by C(JMK).

Constructing JMK for words of sufficient length: Knowing an upper approxima-
tion N of the index of ≡JMK is already sufficient to effectively construct C(JMK)
in exponential time. Due to Proposition 1

Introduction to Active Automata Learning - a Practical Perspective 9



– all states of C(JMK) are N -distinguishable, and
– the set ΣN of all words of length up to N is guaranteed to contain an access

sequence to every state and to cover every transition of C(JMK).
With this knowledge, C(JMK) can be constructed along the lines presented in

the proof of Theorem 1, leading to a combinatorial O(|Σ|2N ) algorithm.

Using access sequences from M: If we now, additionally, take advantage of the
knowledge of the n states of the Mealy machine to be minimized, the complexity
of the algorithm sketched above immediately reduces to O(n|Σ| · |Σ|N ), as we
are able to access every state and to cover every transition of C(JMK) just by
looking at the n states and the n|Σ| transitions of that Mealy machine.

Using access sequences and suffixes from M: This naive algorithm can be dras-
tically improved based on the following elementary observation: Whenever two
states s1 and s2 are (k + 1)-distinguishable then they each have a α-successor
s′1 respectively s′2 (for some α ∈ Σ) such that s′1 and s′2 are k-distinguishable.
This suggests the following inductive characterization of k-distinguishability:

– no states are 0-distinguishable, and
– two states s1 and s2 are (k + 1)-distinguishable iff there exists an input

symbol α ∈ Σ such that λ(s1, α) 6= λ(s2, α) or δ(s1, α) and δ(s2, α) are
k-distinguishable.

which directly leads to an algorithm that iteratively computes k-distinguishability
for increasing k until stability, i.e., until the set of exactly k-distinguishable states
is empty, in analogy to the original algorithm by Hopcroft for minimizing deter-
ministic finite automata [25]. It is straightforward to deduce that each level of
k-distinguishability can be done in O(n|Σ|), i.e., by processing every transition
once, and that k will never exceed n. Thus we arrived at an O(n2|Σ|) algorithm,
for which corresponding pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.

Example 5 (Partition refinement). Assume the Mealy machine from Figure 2 as
an input to Algorithm 1. We start by computing the initial partition P1:

P1 = {a, b, c}, {d, d′}, {e}, {f}

where “clean” distinguishes e from f , and “button” distinguishes, e.g., a from
d. In the second step, we will generate:

P2 = {a}, {b}, {c}, {d, d′}, {e}, {f}

where “water” and “pod” distinguish a, b and c: The “water”-successor of a and
c is c, while for b it is d. The “pod”-successor of a and b is b, while for c it is d′.

Then, however, in the next step, we will not be able to further refine P2. We
can merge d and d′ and get the Mealy machine depicted in Figure 3. ut

The correctness of this algorithm follows a very well-known three-step proof
pattern:
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– Invariance: The number of equivalence classes obtained during the partition
refinement process never exceeds the index of ≡JMK. This follows from the
fact that only distinguishable states are split.

– Progress: Before the final partition is reached, it is guaranteed that the in-
vestigation of all transitions ofM will suffice to split at least one equivalence
class. This follows from the inductive characterization of distinguishability
in terms of k-distinguishability.

– Termination: The partition refinement process terminates after at most
index of ≡JMK many steps. This is a direct consequence of the just described
properties invariance and progress.

In oder to better understand the essential difference between minimization and
active learning, let M = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉 and M′ = 〈S′, s′0, Σ,Ω, δ′, λ′〉 be
two Mealy machines with shared alphabets. Then we call a surjective function
fk : S → S′ existential k-epimorphism between M and M′, if for all s′ ∈ S′,
s ∈ S with fk(s) = s′, and α ∈ Σ we have: fk(δ(s, α)) = δ′(s′, α) and all state
that are mapped by fk to the same state of M′ are not k-distinguishable.

It is straightforward to establish that all intermediate models arising during
the partition refinement process are images of the considered Mealy machine
under a k-epimorphism, where k is the number of times all transitions have been
investigated. In the next section, we will establish a similar notion of epimor-
phism which fits the active learning scenario. Its difference to k-epimorphism
will help us to maintain as much of the argument discussed here as possible
and to formally pinpoint some essentially differences between minimization and
learning.

More generally, the pattern of this algorithm and its correctness proof will
guide us in the following sections, where we are going to develop an algorithm
to infer a canonical Mealy machine from black box systems by experimenta-
tion/testing. In contrast to this section, where we exploited knowledge in terms
of a given realizing Mealy machine, or at least of the number of states of such a
machine, we will start by assuming an ideal, indeed quite unrealistic, but in the
community accepted operation: the so-called equivalence oracles. They can be
queried in terms of so-called equivalence queries asking for the semantic equiv-
alence of the already computed hypothesis model and the black box systems,
and in case of failure provide evidence in terms of a counterexample. We will
see that under these assumption it is possible to also learn the canonical Mealy
machine for regular black box systems with polynomial complexity measured in
membership and equivalence queries.

3 Construction of models from black-box systems

In principle, we are concerned with the same problem as in the previous section:
the construction of a canonical model for some Mealy machine M . Only the
frame conditions changed. Rather than having M = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉 at hand,
we only have limited access to the resources: active learning algorithms classically
use two kinds of queries to gather information about a black-box system under
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Algorithm 1 Compute partition on set of states

Input: A Mealy machine M = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉
Output: A partition P on S, the set of states of the Mealy machine
1: i := 1
2: put all s ∈ S with the same λ valuation into the same class p of partition Pi

3: loop
4: for all p ∈ Pi do
5: for all s ∈ p do
6: construct mapping sig : Σ → Pi:
7: sig(α) = p′ such that δ(s, α) ∈ p′
8: Ssig := Ssig ∪ s
9: end for

10: Pi+1 :=
⋃

sig Ssig

11: end for
12: if Pi = Pi+1 then
13: return Pi

14: end if
15: i := i+ 1
16: end loop

learning (SUL) – the notion is meant to remind of the term System Under Test
(SUT) used by the testing community – which are assumed to be realized via
two corresponding oracles, resembling a “teacher” who is capable of answering
these queries appropriately and correctly according to the minimally adequate
teacher (MAT) model [3]. These queries, which have been sketched already in
the previous section, are the so-called:

Membership Queries retrieving behavioral information about the target sys-
tem. Consisting of sequences of system inputs, they actively trigger behav-
ioral outputs which are collected and analyzed by the learning algorithm.
Membership queries are used to construct a hypothesis model, which is then
subject to validation by means of the second kind of queries, the equivalence
queries.
We write mq(w) = o to denote that executing the query w ∈ Σ∗ on SUL leads
to the output o, meaning that λ∗SUL(q0, w) = o. In practice, membership
queries correspond to single test runs executed on a system to be learned.

Equivalence Queries determining whether the learned hypothesis is a faithful
representation of the target system. If the equivalence oracle handling the
equivalence query finds diverging behavior between the learned hypothesis
and the SUL, a counterexample will be produced, which is used to refine the
hypothesis model with a next iteration of the learning algorithm.
We write eq(H) = c̄ to denote that the equivalence query for H returned
a counterexample c̄ ∈ Σ∗ with λ∗H(s0, c̄) 6= mq(c̄). In practice, equiva-
lence queries can typically not be realized. We will discuss this problem and
possible solutions in Section 6. Equivalence queries are, however, an elegant
concept for structuring active learning algorithms.
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button/W
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water/X
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button/K

{water, pod}/X

clean/X

Σ \ {clean}/W

Σ/W

Fig. 3. Minimal Mealy machine of the coffee machine

In the following, we will study this classical active learning scenario, before we
will discuss its limitations, associated problems and ways to reach practicality in
Section 6. In particular we will see that based on these two kinds of queries active
learning algorithms such as L∗M effectively create canonical automata models of
the SUL, whenever the SUL is regular (cf. Section 2.2).

The high-level algorithmic patterns underlying most active learning algo-
rithms is shown in Fig. 4: active learning proceeds in rounds, generating a se-
quence of so-called hypothesis models by alternating test-based exploration on
the basis of membership queries and equivalence checking using the equivalence
oracle. Counterexamples resulting from failing equivalence checks are used to
steer the next round of local exploration. The first step shown in Fig. 4, the
setup of a learning algorithm from some input requirements, will briefly be dis-
cussed in Section 6.

Following the partition-refinement pattern we used in Section 2.3 to minimize
Mealy machines, inference starts with the one state hypothesis automaton that
treats all words over the considered alphabet (of elementary observations) alike
and refines this automaton on the basis of the query results, iterating test-based
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Fig. 4. Structure of Extrapolation Algorithms (modeled in XPDD [37]). Square boxes
on the left hand side denote inputs, on the right hand side they denote outputs.

exploration steps and the equivalence checking steps. Here, the dual way of how
states are characterized (and distinguished) is central:

– by words reaching them. A prefix-closed set Sp of words, reaching each state
exactly once, defines a spanning tree of the automaton. This characterization
aims at providing exactly one representative element from each class of ≡P
on the SUL. Active learning algorithms incrementally construct such a set
Sp.
Prefix-closedness will guarantee that the constructed set is a “spanning tree”
of the unknown Mealy machine. Extending this spanning tree to contain also
all one-letter continuations of words in Sp will result in a tree covering all
the transitions of the Mealy machine. We will denote the set of all one-letter
continuations that are not already contained in Sp by Lp.
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– by their future behavior wrt. a dynamically increasing vector of strings from
Σ∗. This vector 〈d1 . . . dk〉 will be denoted by D, for “distinguishing suffixes”.
The corresponding future behavior of a state, here given in terms of its access
sequence u ∈ Sp, is the output vector 〈mq(u · d1) . . .mq(u · dk)〉 ∈ Ωk, which
leads to an upper approximation of the classes of ≡JSULK. Active learning
incrementally refines this approximation by extending the vector until the
approximation is precise.

Whereas the second characterization directly defines the states of a hypothesis
automaton, each occurring output vector corresponds to one state in the hypoth-
esis automaton, the spanning tree on Lp is used to determine the corresponding
transitions.

In order to characterize the relation between hypothesis models and a corre-
sponding SUL let M = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉 and M′ = 〈S′, s′0, Σ,Ω, δ′, λ′〉 be two
Mealy machines with shared alphabets and D be a set of words in Σ∗. Then we
call a surjective function fD : S → S′ existential D-epimorphism between M
and M′, if for all s′ ∈ S′ there exists an s ∈ S with fD(s) = s′ such that for all
α ∈ Σ and all d ∈ D: fD(δ(s, α)) = δ′(s′, α) and λ∗(s, d) = λ′∗(s′, d).

Please note that active learning conceptually deals with the canonical Mealy
machine C(JSULK) for a given SUL, and not with the perhaps much larger
Mealing machine of the SUL itself. This reflects the fact that it is not possible
to observe the difference of these two Mealy machines.

Exploiting the fact that all the algorithms considered in the following main-
tain a successively growing extended spanning tree for the arising hypothesis
automaton H = 〈SH , h0, Σ,Ω, δH , λH〉, i.e., a prefix-closed set of word reaching
all its states and covering all transitions, it is quite straightforward to establish
that all these hypothesis models are images of C(JSULK) under a canonical exis-
tential D-epimorphism, where D is the set of distinctive futures underlying the
hypothesis construction.

– define fD : SSUL → SH by fD(s) = h in the following fashion: if there exists
a w ∈ Sp ∪ Lp with δ(s0, w) = s, then h = δH(h0, w). Otherwise h may be
chosen arbitrarily.

– In order to establish the defining properties of fD, it suffices to consider
the states reached by words in the spanning tree. For all the considered
hypothesis construction algorithms this straightforwardly yields:

• fD(δ(s, α)) = δH(h, α) for all α ∈ Σ, which reflects the characterization
from below.
• λ∗(s, d) = λ∗H(h, d) for all d ∈ D, which follows from the maintained

characterization from above.

This also shows that canonical, existential D-epimorphisms quite faithfully re-
flect all the knowledge maintained during active learning.

However, please note the difference between the k-epimorphisms introduced
in the previous section and (canonical) existential D-epimorphisms considered
here:
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– whereas the difference of k and D is not crucial, as one could have used
also D-epimorphisms in the previous sections, with D = Σk instead of k.
However, it is important for complexity reasons. Black box systems do not
support the polynomial time inductive construction of k-distinguishability.
Rather they require the explicit construction of distinguishing futures. We
will see that it is possible to limit the size of D to the index of ≡JSULK.

– the role of “existential” is crucial: it reflects the fact that fD must deal with
unknown states, i.e., state that not yet have been encountered. Thus the
characterization can only be valid for the already encountered states.

Most active learning algorithms, and all the variants we are considering in the
following, can be proven correct using a variant of the three-step proof pattern
introduced in the previous section:

– Invariance: The number of states of each hypothesis automaton never ex-
ceeds the index of ≡JSULK. This follows from the fact that only distinguish-
able states are split (cf. definition of canonical Mealy machines).

– Progress: Before the final partition is reached, it is guaranteed that the
Equivalence Oracle provides a counterexample, i.e., an input word which
leads to a different output on the SUL and on the hypothesis. As the algo-
rithms maintain a spanning tree for the states of H, this difference can only
be resolved by splitting at least one state, thus increasing the state count.

– Termination: The partition refinement process terminates after at most
index of≡JSULK many steps. This is a direct consequence of the just described
properties invariance and progress.

4 First Variant: Direct Hypothesis Construction

The DHC (Direct Hypothesis Construction) algorithm, whose kernel is outlined
in Algorithm 2, follows the idea of a breadth-first search for states for an au-
tomaton being constructed on-the-fly. It is particularly intuitive, as each step
can be followed on the (intermediate) hypothesis models which, at any time,
visualizes the state of knowledge.

The algorithm uses a queue of states to be explored, which is initialized with
the states of the spanning tree to be maintained (line 2 in Algorithm 2). Explored
states are removed from the queue, while the successors of discovered, provably
new states (states with a new extended output signature which is defined by not
only comprising one step futures, but also the increasing set of distinguishing
futures produced by the algorithm) are enqueued (line 14 in Algorithm 2).

The DHC algorithm starts with a one-state hypothesis, which just includes
the initial state, reached by the empty word and with D = Σ. Then it tries to
complete the hypothesis, which means that for every state the extended signa-
ture, i.e., its behavior under D, is determined (lines 6-8 in Algorithm 2). States
with a new extended signature are provably new states, which need to be fur-
ther investigated. This is guaranteed by enqueuing all their successors (line 14
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Algorithm 2 Hypothesis construction of the DHC algorithm

Input: A set of access sequences Sp, a set of suffixes D, a set of inputs Σ
Output: A Mealy machine H = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉
1: create states in hypothesis H for all access sequences
2: add states of H into queue Q
3: while Q is not empty do
4: s := dequeued state from Q
5: u := access sequence to s
6: for d ∈ D do
7: o := mq(u · d)
8: set λ(s, d) = o
9: end for

10: if exists state s′ with same output signature (i.e., λ) as s then
11: reroute all transitions in H that lead to s to s′

12: remove s from H
13: else
14: create and enqueue successors for all inputs in Σ of s into Q
15: that are not in Sp
16: end if
17: end while
18: Remove information about d ∈ D \Σ from λ
19: return H

in Algorithm 2). As initially D = Σ, only 1=-distinguishable states can be re-
vealed during the first iteration. The initially one-state spanning tree is this way
straightforwardly extended to comprise a prefix closed set of access sequences to
all revealed states (cf. Fig. 5 and 6).

After the termination of the while loop, we easily obtain a well-formed hy-
pothesis by eliminating from λ all symbols of D that are not in Σ. This step is
unnecessary after the first iteration, as D at first only contains elements of Σ.
The hypothesis automaton is then handed over to the equivalence oracle, which
either signals success, in which case the learning procedure successfully termi-
nates, or it produces a counterexample, i.e., a word c̄ with λ∗(s0, c̄) 6= mq(c̄). In
the latter case, D is enlarged by all suffixes of c̄ (Sect. 4.1), and a new iteration of
completion begins, this time starting with the just enlarged set D of suffixes and
with all access sequences of all the states revealed in the previous iteration (the
current spanning tree). As we will see, this procedure is guaranteed to eventually
terminate with an hypothesis model equivalent to the SUL.

4.1 Counterexamples

In this section we address the dominant case where the current hypothesis and
the SUL are not yet equivalent and the equivalence query therefore returns a
counterexample, i.e., a word c̄ ∈ Σ∗ with λ∗H(s0, c̄) 6= mq(c̄). This counterex-
ample can be used to enlarge both
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s0

(a) incomplete starting state

s0

s1 s2 s3 s4

pod/X

water/X button/W

clean/X

(b) starting state completed

s0

s1 s2 s3 s4

s5 s6 s7 s8

pod/X

water/X button/W

clean/X

pod/X water/X button/W clean/X

(c) state s1 completed

s0

s1 s2 s3

pod/X

water/X button/W

clean/X

(d) former state s1 merged with starting state

Fig. 5. First steps of DHC hypothesis construction: The hypothesis at first only consists
of the incomplete starting state, which is completed using membership queries. This
results in new incomplete states, that are completed using additional queries. In this
example the first successor of the starting state shows the same output behavior after
completition, which results in this state being merged with the starting state.
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s0

s1 s2 s3 s4 f1

s5 s6 s7 s8 f2

pod/X
water/X button/W clean/X [water, button]/[X,W]

pod/X
water/X button/W clean/X [water, button]/[X,K]

Fig. 6. An early stage of the DHC hypothesis construction, corresponding to Fig. 5(c),
with the distinguishing suffix “water button”. The diverging output for the distinguish-
ing suffix at the states s0 and s1 prevents the merging of those two states, in contrast
to what happens without a distinguishing suffix in Fig. 5. The states reached by distin-
guishing suffix transitions are named with a diverging scheme so that the state names
in Fig. 5(c) are also valid in this figure for quick comparison. The letter “f” is used to
express that the distinguishing suffixes reveal peeks into future behavior.

– the maintained prefix-closed set of access sequences Sp (the spanning tree),
and

– the current set of distinguishing suffixes D

and therefore the size of the hypothesis automaton.
A very simple strategy has been proposed in [40] for deterministic finite

automata, where simply all suffixes of a counterexample are added to D. As we
will see, this strategy is guaranteed to realize the above extension of Sp without
requiring any analysis of the counterexample, however at the prize of a fast
growth of D. A slightly improved version for Mealy machines has been proposed
in [52].

In order to establish that the simple methods of [40] really works, let us
introduce the following notation: for a u ∈ Σ∗ let [u]H be the unique word in Sp
that reaches δ∗(s0, u) in the hypothesis model. Then we are able to prove:

Theorem 2 (Counterexample Decomposition). For every counterexample
c̄ there exists a decomposition c̄ = uαv into a prefix u, an action α, and a suffix
v such that mq([u]Hαv) 6= mq([uα]Hv).

Proof. Define u as the longest prefix of c̄ and v′ as its corresponding suffix such
that mq([u]Hv

′) = mq(c̄). As mq([c̄]H) = λ∗H(s0, c̄), c̄ being a counterexample
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guarantees that v′ has length greater than one, and that it therefore can be
decomposed in αv, which concludes the proof. ut

Thus adding all suffixes of counterexample c̄ would also add v and therefore the
means to separate [u]Hα from all states of Sp. As a consequence, [u]Hα must be
added to Sp, which due to this construction even maintains the structure of a
spanning tree.

More concretely, by adding v to the signature, the hypothesis construction of
Algorithm 2 will automatically move [u]Hα from Lp to Sp, and add all one-letter
extensions of [u]Hα to the queue of to be investigated words.

At the same time, Theorem 2 also suggests that it would suffice to simply
extend D by v. We will see in the next section that this does not only require
to simply decompose the counterexamples (cf. Algorithm 4), but that there are
some additional complications.

Example 6 (Analyzing a counterexample). We are learning the coffee machine
from Example 2 and have produced the hypothesis in Figure 7. An equivalence
query returns

c̄ = pod water pod water button

as a counterexample. We have λ∗H(qo, c̄) = W 6= K = mq(c̄). Table 1 shows
the decomposition of the counterexample into prefix, symbol, and suffix for all
indices of the counterexample. The output “flips” from “K” to “W” between
prefixes “pod water” and “pod water pod”. Both prefixes have the empty word
as access sequence in the hypothesis. We have

mq([pod water]H pod · water button) 6= mq([pod water pod]H · water button).

Adding “water button” to the set of suffixes will result in discovering a new
state, reached by “pod”, in the next round of hypothesis construction. The effect
of adding this suffix is illustrated in Fig. 6. ut

Table 1. Analysis of counterexample from Example 6

Index u [u]H α v Output

1 ε ε pod water pod water button K
2 pod ε water pod water button K
3 pod water ε pod water button K
4 pod water pod ε water button W

5 pod water pod water ε button ε W
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4.2 Putting it together

We have discussed how to construct a hypothesis incrementally and how to
treat counterexamples in the previous two sections. Iterating these two phases
will eventually lead to a hypothesis that is behaviorally equivalent to the system
under learning:

Theorem 3 (Correctness and Termination of DHC). Iterating the DHC
hypothesis construction and adding all suffixes of counterexamples to the set of
suffixes D will lead a model that is behaviorally equivalent to the SUL with less
than index of ≡JSULK equivalence queries.

The proof follows the three step pattern introduced in Section 2.3:

– Invariance: The state construction via the equivalence induced by D guar-
antees that the number of states of the hypothesis automaton can never
exceed the number of states of C(JSULK).
The number of states of each hypothesis automaton never exceeds the index
of ≡JSULK. This follows from the fact that only distinguishable states are
split (cf. definition of canonical Mealy machines).

– Progress: The equivalence oracle provides new counterexamples as long as
the behavior of the hypothesis does not match the behavior of C(JSULK),
and the treatment of counterexamples guarantees that at least one additional
state is added to the hypothesis automaton for each counterexample.

– Termination: The partition refinement process terminates after at most
index of≡JSULK many steps. This is a direct consequence of the just described
properties invariance and progress.

Finally, let us consider the complexity of the DHC approach. The complexity
of learning algorithms is usually measured by the number of membership resp.
equivalence queries required to produce a final model. Let n denote the number
of states in the final hypothesis, k the size of the set of inputs, and m the length
of the longest counterexample. Then we have:

Theorem 4 (Complexity of DHC). The DHC algorithm terminates after at
most n3mk + n2k2 membership queries and n equivalence queries.

From Theorem 3 we know that the DHC algorithm will never require more
than n equivalence queries, and therefore at most n iterations of the DHC kernel
(Algorithm 2). In each of these iterations at most m new suffixes are added to
D, which is initialized with the k elements of Σ. Thus the size of D is bound by
k + mn. Moreover, the number of transitions that need to be considered in an
iteration never exceeds nk, which limits the number of membership queries per
iteration to O(n2mk + nk2) membership queries per round. The theorem now
follows from the fact that there will never be more than n such iterations.

The DHC algorithm is a fully-functional learning algorithm for Mealy machines,
which, due to its simplicity and its intuitive hypothesis construction, eases an ini-
tial understanding. Moreover, as the DHC algorithms is guaranteed to maintain
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a suffix closed set of distinguishing futures D, one can prove that all intermediate
hypothesis automata are guaranteed to be canonical, which means in particular
that each iteration produces a new set of accepted runs.

The DHC algorithm leaves room for a number of optimizations, some of which
were already covered by L∗, the first active learning algorithm. The following
section describes an adaptation of L∗ for Mealy machines, which, due to the
L∗-specific data structure, avoids a factor n in the complexity. Additionally,
following [51], we will show how also the factor m can be almost fully avoided
in order to arrive at an O(n2k + nk2 + n log(m)) algorithm. The algorithm of
[51], however, no longer guarantees that the intermediate hypothesis automata
are canonical. In the next section we will see that also this problem can be
overcome.

5 The L∗
M algorithm

The DHC algorithm has two major shortcomings: hypothesis automata are con-
structed from scratch in each round and all suffixes of each found counterexample
are added to D before starting the next iteration. This leads to many unneces-
sary membership queries, which, in practice, may be rather expensive, as they
may involve, e.g., communication over the network, in order to access remote
resources. In this section, we present a modified L∗ learning algorithm for Mealy
machines that is also optimized to avoid these sources of inefficiency.

First, we introduce observation tables, the characteristic data structure of
the original L∗ algorithm [3], which support the incremental construction of hy-
pothesis models and thus avoids the first source of inefficiency. The second source
of inefficiency is then overcome in Section 5.2, where an optimized treatment of
counterexamples is presented. Subsequently, Section 5.3 provides an estimate of
the worst-case complexity of the L∗M algorithm, as usually measured in required
queries, before the algorithm is illustrated along on our running example, the
coffee machine.

5.1 Observation Table

The DHC algorithm directly operates on the hypothesis model, which it recon-
structs during each iteration. In this section we will present the commonly used
observation tables, which are essentially mappings Obs(U ,D) : U × D → Ω,
where U = Sp ∪ Lp is as set of prefixes and D the considered set of suffixes.
Observation tables represent the outcome of membership queries for words ud,
with u ∈ U and d ∈ D. This can be visualized in table form: rows are la-
beled by prefixes and columns by suffixes. The table cells contain the result of
the corresponding membership query. Table 2 shows an observation table that
corresponds to continuing the first steps of hypothesis construction from the
example presented in Fig. 5.

In Section 4.2, we have merged states with identical signatures. In observa-
tion tables, we identify prefixes with identical rows. We write Obsu to denote
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Algorithm 3 Close table

Input: An observation table Obs(U ,D)
Output: A hypothesis H
1: repeat
2: fill table by mq(uv) for all pairs u ∈ U and v ∈ D, where Obs(u, v) = ∅.
3: if ∃u ∈ Lp ∀u′ ∈ Sp. Obsu 6= Obsu′ then
4: Sp := Sp ∪ {u}
5: Lp := (Lp ∩ {u}) ∪ {uα | α ∈ Σ}
6: end if
7: until closedness is established
8: return hypothesis for Obs(U ,D)

the mapping from D to Ω that is represented by the row labeled with u. In ob-
servation tables the part representing the access sequences from Sp are collected
in the upper part, whereas the not yet covered one-letter extensions (Lp), which
complete the information about the transitions, are collected below.

The breadth-first search pattern we used in Section 4.2 to find new states
is reflected here by establishing the closedness of the observation table: a table
is closed if all transitions lead to already established states, i.e., if for every
u ∈ Lp there exists a u′ ∈ Sp with Obsu = Obsu′ . Closedness is established by
successively adding each u ∈ Lp which does not yet have a matching state in Sp
yet to Sp, combined with adding all its one letter continuations to Lp. Please
note that this directly corresponds to the enqueuing process in line 14 of the
DHC algorithm.

The resulting procedure is shown in Algorithm 3. We extend Sp and fill
table cells until closedness is established on the table. As we extend Sp only by
elements of Lp, the set of access sequences will be prefix closed at any point. It
represents an extended spanning tree for the hypothesis that can be constructed
from the observation table.

From a closed observation table we can construct a hypothesis in a straight-
forward way. We construct H = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉 from Obs(U ,D) as follows:

– Every state in S corresponds to one word in Sp.
– the initial state s0 will correspond to the the empty word ε.
– the transition function is defined by δ(u, α) = u′ where u′ ∈ Sp with
Obsuα = Obsu′ .

– the output function is defined as λ(u, α) = Obs(u, α).

It is easy to establish that this automaton is well defined: the closedness of the
observation table guarantees that the transition function is well defined, and
D ⊇ Σ that the output function is well defined.

Example 7 (Observation tables). We are learning the coffee machine from Ex-
ample 2. Initializing Sp as {ε} and D as Σ results in the observation table in
Table 2. This observation table, however, is not closed since the row for the
prefix “button” does not match the row of ε. Extending Sp by “button” and Lp
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Algorithm 4 Process counterexample

Input: counterexample c̄ = c̄1 . . . c̄m, hypothesis H.
Output: new suffix for D
1: oc̄ := mq(c̄)
2: // binary search
3: lower := 2, upper := m− 1
4: loop
5: mid := b(lower + upper) / 2c
6: // prepare membership query for current index
7: s := c̄1 . . . c̄mid−1, s′ := [s]H, d := c̄mid . . . c̄m
8: omid := mq(s′d)
9: if omid = oc̄ then

10: lower := mid+ 1 // same as reference output: move right
11: if upper < lower then
12: // since omid = oc̄ and (provably) omid+1 6= oc̄
13: return c̄mid+1 . . . c̄m
14: end if
15: else
16: upper := mid− 1 // not same as reference output: move left
17: if upper < lower then
18: // since omid 6= oc̄ and (provably) omid−1 = oc̄
19: return c̄mid . . . c̄m
20: end if
21: end if
22: end loop

accordingly results in the closed table shown in Table 3. From this table we can
construct the hypothesis in Figure 7. ut

5.2 Analyzing counterexamples

As discussed in Section 4.1, every counterexample contains at least one suffix
that, when added to D, leads to a violation of the closedness of the observa-
tion table, and therefore to proper progress in the hypothesis construction. In
the previous section, we captured this effect by simply adding all suffixes of a
counterexample to D.

This section presents an optimization of this approach which adds exactly one
suffix of each counterexample to D, following the “reduced observation table”
approach from [51]. The idea is to determine the decomposition

c̄ = uαv, such that mq([u]Hαv) 6= mq([uα]Hv)
guaranteed by Theorem 2 by means of binary search. See Algorithm 4 for details.

Example 8 (Binary search for suffixes). As in Example 6, let us assume that
we are learning the coffee machine from Example 2 and have produced the
hypothesis in Figure 7. An equivalence query returns

c̄ = pod water pod water button
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as a counterexample. Table 1 shows all possible decompositions of the counterex-
ample. The decomposition for index 1 corresponds to the membership query for
the original counterexample. The decomposition for index 5 corresponds to the
output of hypothesis. Table 4 shows the progress of a binary search between
indices 2 and 4. For the first mid-point we get the same output as for the origi-
nal counterexample. Thus, we move right. For second mid-point we get an error
output. We would move left in the next step. Since the upper boundary becomes
smaller than the lower boundary, and since we are moving leftwards, we will
return “water button” as new suffix. ut

Simply using the suffix provided by Algorithm 4 instead of all its suffixes, or
even worse, all the suffixes of the original counterexample, does already allow
to remove the factor m in the estimate of |D|. However, it comes with a defect,
which led some people to doubt its correctness: intermediate hypothesis models
may not be canonical. This has, e.g., been shown up when trying to use confor-
mance testing tools to approximate the equivalence oracle: these tools typically
require canonical models as input, which led them to fail on the non-canonical
hypothesis. Also, minimizing these hypotheses did not seem to be a proper way
out, as the minimization may, indeed, undo the achieved progress and therefore
seems to lead to a dead loop.

It turns out that this is not true. Remember that the decomposition of a
counterexample guaranteed in Theorem 2 and the subsequent extraction of a new
state does not depend on the underlying hypothesis automaton to be canonical.
Thus one can simply go ahead as usually. One should avoid to minimize the
arising hypotheses, however, as this would (partially) undo the gained progress.
A good heuristic is to simply reuse the same counterexample on the steadily
growing non-canonical hypothesis until it fails to serve as a counterexample. Of
course, canonicity is sacrificed for the intermediate hypothesis models, and can
only be guaranteed for the final result.

There is, however, a way to maintain that the intermediate hypothesis models
are canonical without impairing the complexity in terms of required membership
and equivalence queries. The solution is based on generalizing the notion of suffix
completeness. This is best understood by first considering the situation for suffix
closed suffix sets in more detail:

For suffix closed D, it is is easy to establish that for any two states u, u′ from
Sp with Obs(u, αv) 6= Obs(u′, αv) we also have Obs([uα]H, v) 6= Obs([u′α]H, v).
This property can be exploited to show that the underlying Mealy machine is
canonical by induction on the length of v. Please note, however, that after each
step uα and u′α must be replaced by the corresponding access sequence [uα]H
resp. [u′α]H in order to maintain the applicability of the induction hypothesis.

Our new notion of semantic suffix closedness aims at the pattern of the
above-mentioned property of suffix closed suffix sets:

Definition 4 (Semantic Suffix Closedness). Let H be the hypothesis model
for Obs(U ,D) : (Sp∪Lp)×D → Ω. Then D is called semantically suffix closed
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for H , if for any two states u, u′ ∈ Sp and any decomposition v1v2 ∈ D of any
suffix with Obs(u, v1v2) 6= Obs(u′, v1v2) we also have Obs[uv1]H 6= Obs[u′v1]H

.

Intuitively, semantic suffix closed means that the “duty” of the suffix v2 of v1v2
to split uv1 and u′v1 can be delegated to other members of D.

It turns out that this weaker property is already sufficient to guarantee that
H is canonical:

Theorem 5 (Semantic Suffix Closedness). Every hypothesis constructed
from an observation table with semantically suffix closed D is canonical.

Theorem 5 can be proven analogously to the case of suffix closedness. One only
has to change from an induction on the length of v to an induction on the sum
of the lengths of all the suffixes required to cover the roles of all suffixes of v1v2.

We will see that this notion allows us to select “missing” suffixes which are
guaranteed to enlarge the size of the hypothesis automaton without posing any
membership queries. Rather, when applicable, they replace equivalence queries,
and having iteratively established semantic suffix closedness, we are guaranteed
to have a canonical hypothesis. In particular, this allows us to apply standard
conformance testing tools to approximate the equivalence oracle.

Algorithm 5 provides a new suffix d ∈ D that leads to a proper refinement
of the hypothesis H whenever H is not canonical. Thus “standard” equivalence
queries need only be applied in cases when H is canonical.

It starts from a point of canonicity violation, i.e., two states, represented by
their access sequences u, u′ ∈ Sp, that can be distinguished by a suffix d ∈ D,
but which cannot be distinguished in the current topology of H (lines 5 and 6).
As u and u′ are not separated by the topology of H, there must be a prefix of
d which leads u and u′ to the same state v of H. Lines 8 to 12 determine the
shortest such prefix p. Now, by definition, the suffix of d resulting from cutting
of p is guaranteed to split v and therefore to refine H. This guarantees that with
each element added to d the hypothesis will grow by a least one state.

5.3 The resulting algorithm

Combining the algorithms presented in the previous sections, we construct the
L∗M learning algorithm, shown in Algorithm 6: we loop hypothesis construction
and processing of counterexamples as we did already in Section 3. For hypothesis
construction, we repeat closing the table and enforcing semantic suffix-closedness
until the table is closed and semantically suffix-closed.

The correctness of the overall algorithm follows from the same three argu-
ments that were used to prove Theorem 3 together with the arguments estab-
lishing the correctness of the single steps given in the this section.

Theorem 6 (Correctness and Termination of L∗M). L∗M will learn a model
that is behaviorally equivalent to the system under learning with less than index
of ≡JSULK equivalence queries.
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Algorithm 5 Closing canonicity defects by refinement

Input: An observation table Obs(U ,D), a hypothesis H
Output: A new suffix for D or ’ok’
1: P := Partition on Sp, computed by Algorithm 1
2: if H canonical, i.e., |pi| = 1 for all pi ∈ P then
3: return ’ok’
4: end if
5: Let u 6= u′ ∈ pi
6: Let d = α1 . . . αm ∈ D, such that Obs(u, d) 6= Obs(u′, d)
7: i := 0
8: while u 6= u′ do
9: i := i+ 1

10: u := [uαi]H
11: u′ := [u′αi]H
12: end while
13: return αi+1 . . . αm

Let us now consider the complexity of L∗M . Let n denote the number of states
in the final hypothesis, i.e., the index of ≡JSULK, k the size of the set of inputs,
and m the length of the longest counterexample.

As D is initialized with Σ and every suffix d that is added to D guarantees
a state size increase of at least one, the number of columns of the observation
table is bounded by n+k. The number of rows is bounded by kn+1: one row for
the empty word and k rows for every state. Thus the table will never have more
than n2k+ k2n elements, and can therefore be filled out by means of n2k+ k2n
membership queries. We also need membership queries for the processing of the
at most n counterexamples arising from the at most n equivalence queries. Using
binary search lets us estimate this number by log(m). One easily establishes that
this comprises the repetitive treatment of counterexamples until they are fully
exploited. Thus, altogether, we have:

Theorem 7 (Complexity of L∗M). The L∗M algorithm terminates after at most
n2k + k2n+ n · log(m) membership queries and n equivalence queries.

Remark: Maintaining the output of the transitions separately, allows for starting
with an initially empty D and therefore reduces the number of required mem-
bership queries to n2k + n · log(m). This optimization is rarely done, as k is
often considered to be a small constant. This will change, because even in the
already treated case studies we observed input alphabets with hundreds of sym-
bols. Some of this complexity can of course be overcome by adequate abstraction
(see also Section 6), and there are other powerful optimizations to reduce the
data structures and the number of membership queries to maintain them. Pop-
ular is the introduction of observation packs which maintain suffix sets tailored
to every state [4].

Finally, let us point out that all computation that is required on the table
and the construction of hypothesis models is polynomial in the size of the final
observation table.
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Algorithm 6 L∗M
Input: A set of inputs Σ
Output: A Mealy machine H = 〈S, s0, Σ,Ω, δ, λ〉
1: loop
2: repeat
3: construct H by Algorithm Close table
4: check semantic suffix-closedness by Algorithm Check semantic suffix-

closedness
5: if Algorithm Check semantic suffix-closedness returns new suffix d then
6: D := D ∪ {d}
7: end if
8: until semantic suffix-closedness is established
9: c̄ := eq(H)

10: if c̄ = ’ok’ then
11: return H
12: else
13: get suffix d from c̄ by Algorithm Process counterexample
14: D := D ∪ {d}
15: end if
16: end loop

5.4 Using L∗
M on the coffee machine example

In this section we will apply the algorithm developed during the previous sections
to the coffee machine. Assume that the SUL we are using to learn a model of
the coffee machine equals the model from Figure 2.

Table 2. Not yet closed observation table, first round

D
water pod button clean

Sp ε X X W X

Lp
water X X W X
pod X X W X

button W W W W

clean X X W X

We initialize the observation table by Sp = {ε}, and Lp = D = Σ. The resulting
observation table is shown in Table 2. This table, however, is not closed. Adding
“button” to the set of access sequences and extending Lp accordingly will result
in the table from Table 3.
This table is closed and we can construct a hypothesis from this table. The
words from Sp become the access sequences to the states of the hypothesis. The
transition function will be defined according to the characterization of states
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Table 3. Observation table, end of first round

D
water pod button clean

Sp ε X X W X
button W W W W

Lp

water X X W X
pod X X W X

clean X X W X
button · water W W W W

button · pod W W W W

button · button W W W W

button · clean W W W W

a fΣ \ {button}/X
button/X

Σ/W

Fig. 7. H1 of the coffee machine

in terms of the rows of the observation table. The output function will be con-
structed from the corresponding entries in the table for prefixes from Sp and
suffixes from Σ using membership queries. The resulting hypothesis is shown in
Figure 7.
As discussed already in Example 8, an equivalence query returns

c̄ = pod water pod water button

as a counterexample. Table 1 shows all possible decompositions of the counterex-
ample. The decomposition for index 1 corresponds to the membership query for
the original counterexample. The decomposition for index 5 corresponds to the
output of hypothesis. Table 4 shows the progress of a binary search between
indices 2 and 4. For the first mid-point we get the same output as for the origi-
nal counterexample. Thus, we move right. For second mid-point we get an error
output. We would move left in the next step. Since the upper boundary becomes
smaller than the lower boundary, and since we are moving leftwards, we will
return “water button” as new suffix.
Adding “water button” to the set of suffixes will eventually result in the obser-
vation table in Table 5 from which we can construct the second hypothesis. The
hypothesis is shown in Figure 8. Comparing the hypothesis with the minimal
model for the coffee machine from Figure 3, we see that only one state is missing
in the current hypothesis. The missing state is the state that is reached by the
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Table 4. Analysis of first counterexample

u [u]H lower mid upper 1 2 3 4 5

ε ε K
pod water pod water ε W

pod water ε 2 3 4 K
pod water pod ε 3+1 4 4 W

- 4 - 4-1

access sequence “water” and that could be distinguished from the initial state
by the suffix “pod button”.

Let us assume that the second equivalence query returns

c̄ = water pod button

as a counterexample. The decomposition for index 1 corresponds to the mem-
bership query for the original counterexample. The decomposition for index 3
corresponds to the output of hypothesis. Table 6 shows the (trivial) progress of
a binary search between indices 2 and 2. For the first mid-point we get the same
output as from the hypothesis. Thus, we move left. Since the upper boundary
becomes smaller than the lower boundary, and since we are moving leftwards,
we will return “pod button” as the second new suffix.
Using this second new suffix, we can produce an observation table from which
we can construct as a hypothesis the model that is shown in Figure 3. We do not
show this table here, but leave its construction as an exercise to the reader. The
next equivalence query would then return positive, indicating that we arrived at
a correct model of the systems behavior.

The final table would have 25 rows and 6 columns, which could be filled
by 150 membership queries. An additional 3 + 2 = 5 membership queries were
used for the processing of counterexamples. In total, we used 155 membership
queries, which is much less than 258 queries, which is the estimate we get from
Theorem 7. Also, we used only 3 equivalence queries instead of the worst case
of 6 equivalence queries. This is typical for real systems that usually are more
“talkative” than the assumed worst case from Theorem 7.

6 Challenges in practical applications

In the previous sections we have developed a learning algorithm for reactive in-
put/output systems that can be modeled as Mealy machines. We have assumed a
scenario in which the learning algorithm can use membership queries and equiv-
alence queries as resources. However, in practice it will not always be obvious
how to realize the required resources on an actual SUL. In this section we will
briefly discuss challenges to be faced when using active learning in real-world
scenarios and present common solutions and approaches to these challenges.
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Table 5. Observation table, end of second round

D
water pod button clean water · button

Sp

ε X X W X W

button W W W W W

pod X X W X K
pod · water X X K X K

pod · water · button W W W X W

Lp

water X X W X W

clean X X W X W

button · water W W W W W

button · pod W W W W W

button · button W W W W W

button · clean W W W W W

pod · pod X X W X K
pod · button W W W W W

pod · clean X X W X W

pod · water · water X X K X K
pod · water · pod X X K X K

pod · water · clean X X W X W

pod · water · button · water W W W W W

pod · water · button · pod W W W W W

pod · water · button · button W W W W W

pod · water · button · clean X X W X W

Table 6. Analysis of second counterexample

u [u]H lower mid upper 1 2 3

ε ε K
water pod pod W

water ε 2 2 2 W

- 2 - 2-1
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a

b

d e

f

pod/X

{clean,water}/X button/W

water/X

pod/X

button/W

button/K

{water, pod}/X

clean/X

Σ \ {clean}/W

Σ/W

Fig. 8. H2 of the coffee machine

Whereas membership queries may often be realized via testing in practice,
equivalence queries are typically unrealistic, in particular when one has to deal
with black box systems.

Equivalence queries compare a learned hypothesis model with the target
system for language equivalence and, in case of failure, return a counterexample
exposing a difference. Their realization is rather simple in simulation scenarios:
if the target system is a model, equivalence can be tested explicitly. In practice,
however, the SUL will typically be some kind of black box and equivalence queries
will have to be approximated using membership queries. Without assuming any
extra knowledge, e.g., about the number of states of the SUL (cf. Section 2.3),
such equivalence tests are in general not decidable: the possibility of having not
tested extensively enough will always remain.

Model-based testing methods [14, 57] have been used to simulate equivalence
queries. If, e.g., an upper bound on the number of states the target system can
have is known, the W-method [15] or the Wp-method [20] can be applied. Both
methods have an exponential complexity (in the size of the target system and
measured in the number of membership queries needed – cf. Section 2.3). The
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relationship between regular extrapolation and conformance testing methods is
discussed in [6].

If one does not have reliable extra knowledge one can build upon, one has
to resort to approximative solutions of equivalence queries, which are typically
based on membership queries. In this case, conformance testing methods may not
always be a wise choice. It has turned out that changing the view from “trying
to proof equivalence”, e.g., by using conformance testing techniques, to “finding
counterexamples fast” may drastically improve performance, in particular in the
early learning phases. A recent attempt to intensify research in this direction
is taken by the ZULU challenge [17]. The winning solution is discussed in [28].
Key to the success here was a new approach to finding counterexamples fast,
together with a new interpretation of equivalence queries as one incremental
model construction rather than as a number of unrelated queries. In the ZULU
scenario, which considers learning of randomly generated automata just on the
basis of membership queries, this led to a surprisingly efficient realization of
equivalence queries: in average, only 3 to 4 membership queries where required.
It will be a major challenge to achieve similar success also in other learning
scenarios.

Besides the realization of equivalence queries, which are obviously problematic in
practice, there are a number of more hidden challenges which need to be resolved
in a practical environment. The following paragraphs discuss such challenges
according to the various characteristics of application scenarios, and illustrate
that “black does not equal black” in real-life black box scenarios:

A: Interacting with real systems

The interaction with a realistic target system comes with two problems: a
merely technical problem of establishing an adequate interface that allows
one to apply test cases for realizing membership queries, and a conceptual
problem of bridging the gap between the abstract learned model and the
concrete runtime scenario.

The first problem is rather simple for systems designed for connectivity (e.g.,
web services or code libraries) which have a native concept of being invoked
from the outside and come with documentation on how to accomplish this.
Establishing connectivity may be arbitrarily complicated, however, for, e.g.,
some embedded systems which work within well-concealed environments and
are only accessible via some proprietary GUI.

The second problem is conceptually more challenging. It concerns establish-
ing an adequate abstraction level in terms of a communication alphabet,
which on one hand leads to a useful model structure, but on the other hand
also allows for an automatic back and forth translation between the abstract
model level and the concrete target system level.

There is some recent work focusing on the use of abstraction in learning [1,
36] and even first steps in the direction of automatic abstraction refinement
[29].

B: Membership Queries
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Whereas small learning experiments typically require only a few hundred
membership queries, learning realistic systems may easily require several or-
ders of magnitude more. This directly shows that the speed of the target
system when processing membership queries, or as in most practical settings
the corresponding test cases, is of utmost importance. In contrast to simu-
lation environments, which typically process several thousand of queries per
second, real systems may well need many seconds or sometimes even min-
utes per test case. In such a case, rather than parallelization, minimizing the
number of required test cases is the key to success.
In [28, 52] optimizations are discussed to classic learning algorithms that aim
at saving membership queries in practical scenarios. Additionally, the use of
filters (exploiting domain specific expert knowledge) has been proven as a
practical solution to the problem [42].

C: Parameters and value domains
Active learning classically is based on abstract communication alphabets.
Parameters and interpreted values are only treated to an extent expressible
within the abstract alphabet. In practice, this typically is not sufficient, not
even for systems as simple as communication protocols, where, e.g., increas-
ing sequence numbers must be handled, or where authentication requires
matching user/password combinations. Due to the complexity of this prob-
lem, we do not expect any comprehensive solutions here. We rather think
that domain- and problem-specific approaches must be developed in order
to produce dedicated solutions.
First attempts to deal with parameters range from case studies with proto-
typical solutions [1, 53, 27] to smaller extensions of the basic learning algo-
rithms that can deal with boolean parameters [7, 8]. One big future challenge
will be extending active learning to models with state variables and arbitrary
data parameters in a general way.

D: Reset
Active learning requires membership queries to be independent. Whereas
this is no problem for simulated system, this may be quite problematic in
practice. Solutions range here from reset mechanisms via homing sequences
[51] or snapshots of the system state to the generation of independent fresh
system scenarios. Indeed, in certain situations, executing each membership
query with a separate independent user scenario may be the best one can
do. Besides the overhead of establishing these scenarios, this also requires an
adequate aggregation of the query results. E.g., the different user password
combinations of the various used scenarios must be abstractly identified.

Due to the above problems and requirements, active learning, in practice, is in-
herently neither correct nor complete, e.g., due to the lack of equivalence queries.
However, there does not seem to be a good alternative for dealing with black-box
systems, and there are some very promising experiences: already in the project
reported in [23], where the learned models had only very few states, these mod-
els helped to reorganize the corresponding test suites in order to allow a much
improved test selection. In this scenario it did not harm that learned models
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were neither correct nor complete. They revealed parts that were ignored by the
existing test suites.

In the meantime, learning technology has much improved, and we are con-
fident to be able to extrapolate high quality behavioral models for specific ap-
plication scenarios, like in the case of the Connect project [35], which focuses
on connectors and protocols, i.e., on systems, where domain-specific information
can be used to support regular extrapolation. In this application domain we do
not expect any scalability problems, as we are in the meantime able to learn
systems of tens of thousands of states and millions of transitions [49].

7 The LearnLib framework

LearnLib [50, 43] is a framework for automata learning, which includes imple-
mentations for many algorithms related to automata learning, including those
presented in this chapter.

The foundation of LearnLib is an extensive Java framework of data structures
and utilities, based on a set of interface agreements extensively covering concerns
of active learning from constructing alphabets to tethering target systems. This
supports the development of new learning components with little boilerplate
code.

The component model of the LearnLib extends into the core of the learning
algorithms, enabling application-fit tailoring of learning algorithms, at design-
as well as at runtime. In particular, it is unique in

– comprising features for addressing real-world or legacy systems, like instru-
mentation, abstraction, and resetting,

– resolving abstraction-based non-determinism by alphabet abstraction refine-
ment, which would otherwise lead to the failure of learning attempts [29],

– supporting execution and systematic experimentation and evaluation, even
including remote learning and evaluation components, and, most notably, in

– its high-level modeling approach described in the next section.

7.1 Modeling Learning Solutions

LearnLib Studio, which is based on jABC [55], our service-oriented framework
for the modeling, development, and execution of complex applications and pro-
cesses, is LearnLib’s graphical interface for designing and executing learning and
experimentation setups.

A complete learning solution is usually composed of several components,
some of which are optional: learning algorithms for various model types, system
adapters, query filters and caches, model exporters, statistical probes, abstrac-
tion providers, handlers for counterexamples etc.. Many of these components are
reusable in nature. LearnLib makes them available as easy-to-use building blocks
for the graphical composition of application-fit learning experiments.

Figure 9 illustrates the graphical modeling style typical for LearnLib Studio
along a very basic learning scenario. One easily identifies a common three phase
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Fig. 9. Executable model of a simple learning experiment in LearnLib Studio.
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pattern recurring in most learning solutions: The learning process starts with
a configuration phase, where in particular the considered alphabet and the sys-
tem connector are selected, before the learner itself is created and started. The
subsequent central learning phase is characterized by the L∗-typical iterations,
which organize the test-based interrogation of the SUL. As described in detail
in the previous sections, these iterations are structured in phases of exploration,
which end with the construction of a hypothesis automaton, and the (approxi-
mate) realization of the so-called equivalence query, which in practice searches
for counterexamples separating the hypothesis automaton from the SUL. If this
search is successful, a new phase of exploration is started in order to take care
of all the consequences implied by the counterexample. Otherwise the learning
process terminates after some postprocessing in the third phase, e.g., to produce
statistical data.

Most learning experiments follow this pattern, usually enriched by application-
specific refinements. Our graphical modeling environment is designed for devel-
oping such kinds of refinements by supporting, e.g., component reuse, versioning,
optimization and evaluation.

8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have given an introduction to active learning of Mealy ma-
chines, an automata model particularly suited for modeling the behavior of
realistic reactive systems. We have tried to build on the readers intuition by
establishing links to classical automata theory, in particular concerning the min-
imization of finite automata based on Myhill/Nerode’s famous theorem [44]. We
have also discussed practical concerns, most importantly the concept of an equiv-
alence query classical active learning depends upon, but also a number of other
issues arising when trying to put learning technology into practice. All these
considerations lead into the direction of model-based testing [56, 57], where ac-
cessibility of a system, system reset, and conformance are major concerns. In
fact, model-based testing provides perhaps the best practical solution to the re-
alization of equivalence queries. In this light automata learning can be seen as a
method to overcome the central hurdle of model-based testing, the availability
of a model: being able to aggregate testing knowledge in an optimal fashion in
terms of models enables “model-based testing without requiring models”.

9 Bibliographic notes & further reading

Bibliographic notes: In this chapter we have presented some basic results for
Mealy machines along with an efficient learning algorithm for Mealy machines.
We have tried to follow in presentation the style that is usually used in intro-
ductions to automata theory (cf. [26]). Especially Theorem 1 is a one-to-one
adaptation of the Myhill/Nerode theorem [44].
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For the learning algorithms, these follow the general pattern introduced by
Dana Angluin [3] for deterministic finite automata. We have presented a straight-
forward adaption of this algorithm to Mealy machines in [41, 45].

The simple pattern for handling counterexamples presented in Section 4.1 has
been introduced for DFA in [40]. A slightly improved version for Mealy machines
has been presented in [52]. The binary search for counterexamples was presented
in [51] for DFA.

In Section 5.2, we have introduced the concept of semantic suffix-closedness.
Our definition of semantic suffix-closedness in some respect is similar to the
concept of consistency, introduced in [3]. While consistency is used to extend
the set of suffixes by longer words, we use semantic suffix-closedness to extend
the set of suffixes by shorter words. Intuitively, we propagate information in
forward direction along transitions, while in Angluin’s L∗ it is propagated in
backward direction.

Further reading: Automata learning has grown to be a wide research area in
the past decades. Automata are widely used to represent knowledge gathered by
learning methods. Only one branch of the field is concerned with active learning
by queries (i.e., questions that the learner can ask some “teacher”). A wider
perspective on the field of automata learning is given in [38, 18].

The particular queries we use are membership queries, which correspond to
a single test run on a SUL, and equivalence queries that compare a current
hypothesis model with the actual system. The first algorithm for this scenario
(called L∗) is due to Dana Angluin [3]. Using the underlying concept of query
learning a number of optimizations and akin algorithms have been proposed [51,
38], [4] gives a unifying overview.

We proved the practical relevance of automata learning in the context of
the documentation and verification of telecommunication systems [24, 23]. To
meet the requirements in practical scenarios, we transferred automata learning
to Mealy machines [41]. Mealy machines are widely used models of determinis-
tic reactive systems and the development of new learning algorithms for Mealy
machines is still an active field of research [52, 50]. In fact, Mealy machine learn-
ing seems to dominate for practical and larger-scale applications. Examples are
the learning of behavioral models for Web Services [48], communication protocol
entities [11], or software components [53, 49].

Recent extensions to inference methods focus on capturing further phenom-
ena that occur in real systems. On the basis of inference algorithms for Mealy
machines, inference algorithms for I/O-automata [2], timed automata [22], Petri
Nets [19], and Message Sequence Charts [12, 13] have been developed. With the
I/O-automata model, the wide range of systems that comprise quiescence is made
accessible for query learning. Timed automata model explicitly time dependent
behavior. With Petri Nets, systems with explicit parallelism and distributed
states are addressed.

First extensions that use complex interface alphabets with data parameters
are presented in [7, 54]. In [8] active learning is applied to systems with complex
actions with parameters over infinite domains comprising an infinite state space.
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A key enabler for dealing with infinite parameter domains and real systems
is abstraction, which, however, usually is also the cause of a major problem: the
introduction of non-determinism. In [29], we introduce a method for refining a
given abstraction on the inputs to automatically regain a deterministic behavior
on-the-fly during the learning process. Thus the control over abstraction becomes
part of the learning process, with the effect that detected non-determinism does
not lead to failure, but to a dynamic alphabet abstraction refinement. Like au-
tomata learning itself, this method in general is neither sound nor complete, but
it also enjoys similar convergence properties even for infinite systems as long
as the concrete system itself behaves deterministically, as illustrated along a
concrete example.

Besides the extension of learning algorithms to cover a wider range of phe-
nomena, the application of active learning in model checking (especially in
assume-guarantee-style compositional verification) is an active field of research
[16, 46, 39, 47]. The moderate style of exploration that is used in learning is used
here to ease the problem of state space explosion.

10 Exercises

1. The coffee machine presented in Example 1 has an error state that cannot
be overcome by conventional operations on the machine. The manufacturer’s
support hotline, however, informs that it is possible to reset the machine into
a working state by removing all expendables, disconnecting the machine from
the power grid, waiting several minutes, and then restoring power to the
machine. This procedure is called “hardreset”. How can the Mealy machine
specification from Example 2 be adapted to include this operation?

2. In Section 2.3 we have given very roughly two ideas for finding canonical
Mealy machines from runs without using partition refinement. Develop im-
plementations of both approaches and relate your ideas to Theorem 1 and
Proposition 1.

3. Algorithm 1 computes a canonical Mealy machine for an arbitrary Mealy
machine. It is based on partition refinement. One could argue that it im-
plicitly uses distinguishing suffixes. Make this usage explicit by extending
the algorithm to construct a set of distinguishing suffixes while refining the
partition on the set of states. Can you keep the size of the suffix set below
n?

4. Complete the construction of the hypothesis begun in Fig. 5. What does the
result look like?

5. Are there other counterexamples for the hypothesis in Fig. 7 than the one
used in Example 6? If so, repeat the analysis done in Example 6 with the
counterexample you discovered.

6. The manufacturer of the coffee machine has issued an updated product that
can detect when a “clean” operation has been performed. Now, when being
in the error state, the machine will return to the initial state when perform-
ing the “clean” procedure. What updates to the tables in Section 5.4 are
necessary?
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7. Elaborate the proof sketch for Theorem 5. Is semantic suffix closedness also
necessary for the canonicity of a corresponding hypothesis? Try to prove or
disprove.

8. Elaborate the proof sketch for the correctness of Algorithm 5.
9. Algorithm 5 finds a discriminating suffix without querying the SUL whenever

the hypothesis is not canonical. Give an example of a learning process in
which Algorithm 5 actually leads to an extension of the set of suffixes, and
therefore to a refinement of the hypothesis automaton.
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Abstract Abstraction is the key when learning behavioral models of re-
alistic systems, but also the cause of a major problem: the introduction
of non-determinism. In this paper, we introduce a method for refining
a given abstraction to automatically regain a deterministic behavior on-
the-fly during the learning process. Thus the control over abstraction
becomes part of the learning process, with the effect that detected non-
determinism does not lead to failure, but to a dynamic alphabet abstrac-
tion refinement. Like automata learning itself, this method in general
is neither sound nor complete, but it also enjoys similar convergence
properties even for infinite systems as long as the concrete system itself
behaves deterministically, as illustrated along a concrete example.

1 Introduction

Most systems in use today lack adequate specifications or make use of under-
specified components. In fact, the much propagated component-based software
design style naturally leads to under specified systems, as most libraries only pro-
vide very partial specifications of their components. We observed this dilemma
in the telecommunication area: specifications of telecommunication protocols are
usually provided as natural language text documents with no formal link to the
actual implementation. This hampers the application of any kind of formal val-
idation techniques like model based testing [8] or model checking [11], and it
makes it hard to keep them up to date. Automata learning techniques [16] have
been proposed to overcome this situation, by allowing to construct and later
update behavioral models automatically. This has been illustrated in a num-
ber of case studies like e.g. the above mentioned concrete setting of Computer
Telephony Integrated (CTI) systems [17,16], for Web Services [22], protocol spec-
ifications [23] or communication protocol entities [7].

All these scenarios had one thing in common: the learned systems were
‘wrapped’ in a kind of test harness, which in addition to providing access to

⋆ This work was partially supported by the European Union FET Project CON-
NECT: Emergent Connectors for Eternal Software Intensive Networked Systems
(http://connect-forever.eu/).
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Figure 1. traditional use of abstraction (left) and abstraction as part of the
learning process (right)

the system to be learned also took care of the abstraction inherent in the defi-
nition of the considered behavioral perspective, like hiding certain parameters,
abstracting time to causality, or treating certain resources (e.g., phones) sym-
bolically. This meant that the learning algorithm was not confronted with the
real system, but only with its wrapper-based abstraction (see left half of Fig. 1),
whose adequacy therefore was critical to the success of the whole learning enter-
prise. In the figure, ΣI denotes an input alphabet and ΣO an output alphabet.
By SigmaC we denote an alphabet at the concrete level, while ΣA refers to an ab-
stract (symbolic) alphabet. As the employed active learning techniques assume
a deterministic behavior, this meant in particular that this abstraction (from
ΣC to ΣA) had to impose a deterministic behavior on the concrete system. This
is a very strong requirement when dealing with black box systems, which led
to many manual modifications of the wrapper in the course of a single learning
experiment; each one requiring a complete restart of the learning process, using
the refined alphabet.

In this paper we propose a method to automatically refine a given abstraction
until a level is reached where this abstraction imposes a deterministic behavior
on the concrete system. Like automata learning itself, this method is in general
neither sound nor complete, but it also enjoys similar convergence properties
even for infinite systems (in fact, both the alphabet and the state set of the
concrete systems may by infinite) as long as the concrete system itself behaves
deterministically. Key to this method is the switch from the learning scenario
shown in the left of Fig. 1 to the one in the right, which allows the learning
algorithm (L) to control the abstraction. Technically this is achieved by a change
of perspective: Rather than working at the abstract level, the learner is sitting
now at the concrete level in order to observe the concrete system behavior for
a set of representatives of the equivalence classes imposed by the abstraction.
Thus abstraction is no longer a ‘filter’ between the concrete system and the
learning algorithm, but rather a teacher, helping the learner to choose adequate
representative tests. This learner is able to automatically resolve controllable
non-determinism, i.e. non-determinism which is due to the imposed abstraction.
Thus the control over abstraction becomes part of the learning process, with the
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effect that detected non-determinism does not lead to failure, but to a dynamic
refinement of the abstraction.

Related Work: We are not aware of any learning framework exploiting alphabet
abstraction refinement for treating the problem of undesired non-determinism.
Closest is the work reported in [14], where the learning alphabet is automat-
ically refined (i.e. extended) to capture previously missing aspects of system
interaction during learning-based assume guarantee reasoning [12]. In contrast,
our notion refinement concerns the granularity of an abstraction. This notion is
reminiscent of predicate abstraction as presented in [10,18] for model checking,
and specifically used as a preprocess for learning in [2].

However, in contrast to these approaches, which are white box in the sense
that a concrete system description is available, our approach is black box, and
therefore requires a ’behavioral’ description of the equivalence classes of the
refined abstractions in terms of witnesses (cf. Section 3). We expect that this
approach will be particularly fruitful when dealing with parameterized resp.
abstract alphabets (cf. [5,6,15,26]).

Outline: In Section 2 we introduce the theoretical framework we use for alphabet
abstraction refinement and show the existence of a coarsest deterministic alpha-
bet abstraction. Section 3 presents the integration of the proposed abstraction
refinement into existing active learning algorithms, while Section 4 discusses an
illustrating example scenario, before we conclude in the final section.

2 Alphabet Abstraction Refinement

Mealy automata have turned out to be a very good automata model for learn-
ing in practice, and, indeed, also in this paper we will use them in the later
parts. However for the ease of exposition, we will introduce our new method for
alphabet abstraction refinement (AAR) first for the structurally simpler setting
of deterministic automata. Please note that we do not require the finiteness of
the alphabet or the set of states. They are not necessary for the correctness of
the method, but only for the convergence of the corresponding algorithm. The
subsequent generalization to the setting of (countable) Mealy automata is then
straightforward.

In order to emphasize that the systems we are aiming at do not need to be
finite state themselves, we directly introduce the following notion of countable
automata. Of course, automata which we produce will continue to be finite state:
they are finite state views/approximations of potentially infinite state systems.
This is why we prefer to call this learning process regular extrapolation (see also
RERS challenge [9]).

Definition 1. A deterministic countable automaton (DCA) is a tuple Sys =
〈Q,q0,Σ,δ,F〉 where

– Q is a countable nonempty set of states,
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– q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
– Σ is a countable alphabet,
– δ : Q×Σ → Q is the transition function, and
– F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states.

Intuitively, a DCA evolves through states q ∈ Q, and whenever one applies an
input symbol (or action) a ∈ Σ, the machine moves to a new state according to
δ(q,a). A word w ∈ Σ∗ is accepted by the DCA if and only if the DCA reaches an
accepting state qi ∈ F after processing the word starting from its initial state. We
write q

a−→ q′ to denote that on input symbol a the DCA moves from state q to
state q′. The transition function δ : Q×Σ → Q can be extended to δ′ : Q×Σ∗ → Q
such that for all states q,q′ ∈Q letters a∈ Σ and words w∈ Σ∗ the following holds:
δ′(q,ε) = q, and δ′(q,aw) = δ′(δ(q,a),w).

2.1 A Sketch of Classical Automata Learning

Automata learning tries to construct a deterministic automaton representation
that matches the behavior of a given target automaton on the basis of obser-
vations of the target automaton and optionally some further information on its
internal structure. Active learning algorithms [3,4] learn finite state acceptors or
Mealy machines by actively posing membership queries and equivalence queries
to the target automaton in order to extract behavioral information, and by refin-
ing successively an hypothesis-automaton based on the answers. A membership
query collects the output that a string (a potential run) will produce on the
automaton, and an equivalence query compares the hypothesis automaton with
the target automaton for equivalence, in order to determine whether the learning
procedure was successfully completed. In this case experimentation can stop.
In principle, learning starts with a one state hypothesis automaton that treats
all words over the considered alphabet (of elementary observations) alike and
refines this automaton on the basis of query results iterating two steps. Here,
the dual way of how states are characterized is central:

– by words reaching them. A prefix-closed set S of words reaching each state
of an automaton exactly once defines a spanning tree of the automaton.
The algorithm will construct such a set S. Extending the spanning tree to
also contain all the one-letter continuations of the words in S (referred to
as SA(= S×Σ)) will result in a tree covering also all the transitions of the
automaton.

– by their future behavior wrt. a dynamically increasing vector of strings from
Σ∗. Let this vector be denoted by D. This characterization is too coarse
throughout the learning process and will be refined continuously following
the pattern of the well-known Nerode congruence [21].

During the learning process, membership queries are used to refine the current
hypothesis. Every time a stable hypothesis (closed under the transition function)
exists, an equivalence query is performed. In case the hypothesis is not equivalent
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to the target system, a counterexample highlighting some difference is returned
and exploited to further refine the hypothesis.

The following section introduces the notion of determinism preserving abstrac-
tion (DPA) and states that any abstraction has a unique greatest DPA. Our
learning algorithm, subsequently presented in Section 3, resolves detected non-
determinism of a given abstraction by (optimal) refinement. Rather than failing
in response to non-determinism, the algorithm automatically also ‘learns’ the
corresponding greatest DPA.

2.2 Determinism Preserving Abstraction

Assume an unknown DCA Sys together with a finite abstraction given in terms
of a pair of adjoint functions (α,γ), i.e., α : ΣC → ΣA, where sets annotated with
C denote sets of (potentially infinite) concrete alphabet symbols and sets anno-
tated with A denote sets of finite abstract input symbols. The set of abstract
input symbols ΣA will evolve throughout the learning process according to the
refinement in response to detected non-determinism. The concretization function
γ : ΣA → ΣC is required to satisfy that γ◦α is the identity: i.e., each γ(a) has to
be an element of α−1(a).

Like for verification, when learning behavioral models of real systems, finding
the right level of abstraction is essential. It is necessary to make the learning prob-
lem tractable, and it allows one to automatically arrive at tailored views focusing
on the parts of interest. Let us therefore assume that ΣA is a finite abstraction
of the concrete alphabet ΣC, identifying what we would like to distinguish of the
behavior of Sys, and α : ΣC → ΣA is the corresponding (abstraction) function. By
α-equivalence we denote the equivalence relation ≡α over Σ∗

C induced by α, i.e.:

∀v,w ∈ Σ∗ . v ≡α w ⇔ |v|= |w|∧ ∀1≤ i ≤ |v|. α(vi) = α(wi)

Typical prerequisite of active learning techniques is that there exists a determin-
istic acceptor (the membership oracle) for individual behaviors (words). Unfor-
tunately, even if Sys itself would be such a deterministic acceptor1, its abstrac-
tion to observations in Σ∗

A is in general not deterministic, i.e., there exist words
w1,w2 ∈ Σ∗

C with

– Sys accepts w1 but rejects w2 and
– w1 and w2 are α-equivalent.

This has the fatal effect that typical active learning solutions would simply fail
in their attempt to learn the behavior at this level of abstraction. For the rest
of this section we will show that there exists a ‘best’ or coarsest intermediate
abstraction αc,o : ΣC → Σc,o which refines α in a deterministic fashion, i.e.:

∀w1,w2 ∈ Σ∗ . w1 ≡α w2 =⇒ (w1 ∈ L(Sys) = w2 ∈ L(Sys))

1 Indeed, in practice one tests the real system to check for membership, and in most
scenarios, the concrete system is supposed to have deterministic behavior.
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Abstractions like this are said to preserve determinism.
The following corollary to our main theorem (Theorem 1) formulates con-

cisely the backbone of our enhanced learning algorithm, which on demand refines
the considered abstraction in an ‘optimal’ fashion, while in particular avoiding
any problems due to non-determinism introduced by the abstraction (see Sec-
tion 3). The corollary could also be proved as an independent theorem using
lattice theoretic arguments. On the other hand, it is a direct consequence of the
more constructive argument underlying the correctness proof for our enhanced
partition refinement algorithm.

Corollary 1 (DCA: Alphabet Abstraction Refinement).
Let Sys = 〈Q,q,ΣC,δ,F〉 be a DCA and α : ΣC → ΣA a (finite abstraction) func-
tion. Then there exists an (abstraction) function αc,o : ΣC → Σc,o refining α in a
deterministic fashion with

– ∃αo . α = αo ◦ αc,o and
– for all abstractions αd : ΣC → Σd imposing a deterministic behavior on Sys,

we have: ∃αr : Σd → ΣA . α = αr ◦αd =⇒ ∃αr′ : Σd → Σc,o. αc,o = αr′ ◦αd.

The following section generalizes this theorem to fit the further development of
this paper. The resulting theorem, which works for countable Mealy machines
(see below), is then proved in parallel with the presentation of the partition
refinement algorithm for constructing the greatest determinism preserving ab-
straction in Section 3.

In order to show that such ‘optimal’ abstractions also exist in the slightly
more complicated setting of Mealy automata, let us first pinpoint the essence
of the difference. Rather than accepting words, Mealy automata produce an
output after processing an (input) word. As in the case of DCA, we generalized
the notion to allow countable sets of alphabets and states.

Definition 2. A countable Mealy machine (CMM) is defined as a tuple Sys =
〈Q,q0,Σ,Ω,δ,λ〉 where
– Q is a countable nonempty set of states,
– q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
– Σ is a countable input alphabet,
– Ω is a finite output alphabet,
– δ : Q×Σ → Q is the transition function, and
– λ : Q×Σ → Ω is the output function.

Intuitively, a countable Mealy machine evolves through states q ∈ Q, and when-
ever one applies an input symbol (or action) a ∈ Σ, the machine moves to a new
state according to δ(q,a) and produces an output according to λ(q,a).

One can regard DCAs as CMMs whose output alphabet has just two symbols,
one for acceptance and one for rejection. With this intuition in mind it is not
surprising that the corresponding corollary looks almost identical.
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Corollary 2 (CMM: Alphabet Abstraction Refinement).
Let Sys = 〈Q,q0,ΣC,Ω,δ,γ〉 be an deterministic CMM and α : ΣC → ΣA an ar-
bitrary (abstraction) function. Then there exists an (abstraction) function αc,o :
ΣC → ΣC,o refining α in an deterministic fashion with

– ∃αo . α = αo ◦ αc,o and
– for all abstractions αd : ΣC → Σd imposing a deterministic behavior on Sys,

we have: ∃αr : Σd → ΣA . α = αr ◦αd =⇒ ∃αr′ : Σd → Σc,o. αc,o = αr′ ◦αd

We will provide a partition refinement algorithm for the construction of the
desired deterministic abstraction function via abstraction refinement.

3 Automated Alphabet Abstraction Refinement

In this section, we develop our partition refinement-based algorithm for alphabet
abstraction refinement in the setting of Mealy machines, the system model we
consider most adequate for practical applications. In this setting, we fix the
output alphabet Ω (in the DCA case just ’accept’ and ‘reject’), and, given some
initial abstraction ΣA of the input alphabet ΣC, we learn the coarsest abstraction
that refines ΣA and preserves determinism.

Our learning algorithm works directly on a representation system R for α-
equivalence, i.e., initially, for each symbol of ΣA we have a unique symbol of
ΣC, its concretization, which is used to query the concrete system Sys, when-
ever its abstraction appears in a membership query. This way, membership
queries will never encounter non-determinism. This problem only arises when
handling counterexamples. They can contain arbitrary alphabet symbols of ΣC.
Non-determinism can then be detected, when the counterexample transformed
to an α-equivalent word consisting only of symbols in R produces a different
output, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, the topmost line depicts the concrete input
sequence defining the counterexample and the second line its transformation into
the corresponding α-equivalent input sequence in R∗.

This is the point where classical learning would simply fail, and where our
partition refinement-based technique shows its power. Key to our technique is
the ‘semantic’ way of maintaining a representation system during the refinement-
based evolution of the input alphabet in terms of witnesses:

Definition 3 (Witness). Let Sys be a Mealy machine, p,d ∈ Σ∗
C, c,c′ ∈ ΣC. We

call (p,c|c′,d) ∈ Σ∗×Σ2×Σ∗ a witness (of the inequivalence of c and c′), iff

λ′(p · c ·d) 6= λ′(p · c′ ·d),

where λ′(w) denotes λ(δ′(q0,w)) defined by δ′(q,aw) = δ′(δ(q,a),w)).

Witnesses form a middle-congruence. This middle-congruence can be used to
refine the alphabet in the same fashion as the (Nerode) right-congruence is used
to refine the set of states. We have:
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Figure 2. Processing of counterexamples

Lemma 1. Every counterexample exposing non-determinism can be decomposed
into a prefix p, a concrete symbol c̄ and a suffix d, such that

(γ(α(p)), c̄|γ(α(c̄)), d)

is a witness.

Sketch of Proof: Let us now assume a counterexample exposing non-determinism,
i.e., of the kind as indicated by the first two lines of Fig. 2, where the symbols
in each column are assumed to be α-equivalent. Then we proceed as indicated
by the lower part of Fig. 2 by successively replacing the input symbols from left
to right according to the following pattern:

λ′(γ(α(p)) · c̄ · d) = λ′(γ(α(p)) · γ(α(c̄)) · d)

until the test fails, which is guaranteed to happen, because the fully transformed
counterexample has a different output symbol. In Fig. 2, e.g., the replacement
of the third counterexample input by its α-equivalent standard representative
still works, but replacing the fourth input leads to an observable change of the
output (a2 becomes a′): There exists an index i, such that
(γ(α(c1 . . .ci−1)), ci|γ(α(ci)), ci+1 . . .cm) is a witness. ⊓⊔

The witnesses found by counterexamples will become the key to the semantic
refinement of α and γ:

αnew(c) =





αold(c) if c /∈ αold(c̄)

αnew(c̄) if λ′(γ(α(p)) · c̄ · d)

= λ′(γ(α(p)) · c · d)

αnew(γold(αold(c̄)) if c ∈ αold(c̄)\αnew(c̄)
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γnew(a) =





γold(a) if a 6= αold(c̄)

c̄ if a = αnew(c̄)

γold(αold(a)) if a = αold(c̄)∧a 6= αnew(c̄)

As indicated by the term partition refinement, the semantic refinement of α only
splits the equivalence class αold(c̄), and abstracts all other concrete symbols as
before (first line in the definition of αnew(c)). The class αold(c̄) itself splits into

– one subclass for all concrete symbols that behave like c̄ on the witness (second
line in the definition of αnew(c)), and

– a second subclass for all the remaining elements of αold(c̄) (third line in the
definition of αnew(c)).

The definition of γnew arises then straightforwardly as shown in the definition of
γnew(c). After each such refinement step, which adds an abstract symbol whose
equivalence class is concretely represented by c̄, the learning procedure continues
by establishing closedness and consistency.

Thinking in terms of partitions and partition refinement is the key for proving
the optimality of our alphabet abstraction algorithm. Let therefore

– Part(ΣC) and Part(Σ∗
C) be the set of all partitions over ΣC and Σ∗

C, respectively,
and,

– for any p,d ∈ Σ∗
C, c,c′ ∈ ΣC let Re f(p,c|c′,d) : Part(Σ∗) → Part(Σ∗) be the func-

tion that refines any partition over Σ∗
C according to a witness (p,c|c′,d) as

described above. Furthermore, let
– α : ΣC → Part(ΣA) be an arbitrary abstraction function, and
– Partd be the set of all partitions over ΣC that refine the partition induced by

≡α and at the same time preserve determinism.

Then we have:

Lemma 2. Let Sys be a system and (p,c|c′,d) be a witness. Then being an upper
bound for Partd ⊆ Part(ΣC) is invariant under the application of Re f (p,c|c′,d).

Proof: Let P be an upper bound for Partd and Q be an arbitrary element of Partd .
Then we can prove the required Q ⊆ Re f (p,c|c′,d)(P) by contraposition as follows:
(z1,z2) /∈ Re f (p,c|c′,d)(P) implies (z1,z2) /∈ Q.
Let therefore z1,z2 ∈ ΣC with (z1,z2) /∈ Re f (p,c|c′,d)(P) and w.l.o.g. with (z1,z2)∈ P.
This means that z1 and z2 must have been split by Re f (p,c|c′,d) and therefore that
w.l.o.g. λ′(p · z1 ·d) = λ′(p ·c′ ·d) and λ′(p · z2 ·d) 6= λ′(p ·c′ ·d). Thus λ′(p · z1 ·d) 6=
λ′(p · z2 ·d). Thus, together with Q ∈ Partd we obtain as desired (z1,z2) /∈ Q. 2

This theorem obviously implies that every abstraction constructed during our
alphabet abstraction refinement procedure induces an upper bound for Partd .

If we now assume that we have a perfect equivalence oracle (which is standard
for classical automata learning), we can combine this result with the correctness
result for classical learning in order to obtain:
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Theorem 1 (Optimality relative to perfect Equivalence Oracles). Let
Sys be a deterministic system and α an abstraction on the input alphabet of Sys.
Moreover, let us assume that we have a perfect equivalence oracle. Then we have
upon termination of our refinement enhanced learning procedure:

– The last alphabet refinement ended at the coarsest refinement of α that pre-
serves determinism.

– The learned automaton is behaviorally indistinguishable from Sys under the
computed refined abstraction of the alphabet. In particular it can be used to
reliably predict the Sys output for any (abstract) input word.

This result shows that our elaboration of automata learning is very much in
line with the also partition refinement-based approach of L∗. Like there, the cor-
rectness depends on a reliable equivalence oracle or counterexample finder. In
addition, all the intermediately constructed hypotheses are optimal in the sense
that they concisely reflect all the considered observations: they are the state
minimal automata (here Mealy machines) labeled with elements of a coarsest
alphabet abstraction which are consistent will all the currently available obser-
vations. The formal proof of this statement follows a straightforward pattern for
partition refinement algorithms. For many practical applications, like e.g., test
generation, regression testing, or (behavioral) specification mining, this optimal-
ity result is both very valuable, and the best one could expect.

Similar to classical learning, where the complexity is always considered rel-
ative to the number of states of the final system Q, we also considered the
complexity relative to the final size of the abstract alphabet Σ f

A. As every round
introduced by handling a counterexample either introduces a new state or a re-
finement of the alphabet, one can easily conclude that the algorithm terminates
after at most |Q| + |Σ f

A| rounds, which is at the same time the maximum number
of required equivalence queries.

Membership queries are required to complete the observation table and to
treat counterexamples. The treatment of counterexamples will cause at most one
membership query for every of its steps. Thus, the number of membership queries
for treating counterexamples can be estimated by m · (|Q| + |Σ f

A|)), where m is
the maximal length of a counterexample. The size of the final observation table
can be estimated by O(|Σ f

A| · |Q|2) , cf. [24,25]. Accordingly, the total number of

required membership queries is at most |Σ f
A| · |Q|2 + m · (|Q|+ |Σ f

A|). In summary
we obtain:

Theorem 2 (Complexity). Assuming that equivalence and membership queries
both have some constant cost, our new learning algorithm has an overall com-
plexity of: O(|ΣA| · |Q|2 + m · (|Q|+ |ΣA|)).
Under the very reasonable assumption that the maximum length of the coun-
terexamples m does not grow faster than the number of states |Q|, our complexity

result reduces to O(|ΣA| · |Q|2), exactly the result known for classical automata
learning. It should be noted, however, that this result, besides suppressing con-
stant factors as usual in classical complexity theory, is also based on the as-
sumption of constant time membership and equivalence oracles. Having in mind
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enum {msg,recv} event; // events to occur

pdu p, ack; // pdus

packet buffer = 0; // incoming data

seq_nr expect = 0; // next expected seq. nr

while (true) {

wait_for_event(&event); // wait for event

switch (event) {

msg:

from_lower_layer(&p); // read new message

if (buffer==0 && // if buf empty and

(p.seq % 2 == expect % 2)) { // and seq matches

buffer = p.data;

expect++; // increment exp. seq. nr

indicate_to_upper_layer(); // indicate new data

}

break;

recv:

if (buffer==0) break; // skip if buffer emtpy

data_to_upper_layer(&buffer); // forward data

ack.seq = (expect-1) % 2; // ack. delivery

to_lower_layer(&ack);

break;

}

}

Figure 3. Pseudocode of protocol entity

that equivalence oracles may not be realizable at all in practice, this might look
quite unrealistic. Experiences made in the context of the ZULU challenge [13]
though suggest that often equivalence oracles may be substitutable by fast coun-
terexample finders. In fact, we were able to reduce the effort for realizing such
a counterexample finder to very few membership queries [19]. This shows the
potential of practical approaches and heuristics and it was one of the motivat-
ing observations that led us to founding the RERS initiative for experimental
automata learning [9].

It should also be noted that the termination of our algorithm does not necessarily
require ΣC to be finite or Sys to be regular: It is sufficient that there exists a
regular deterministic abstraction of Sys, as is illustrated in the next section.

4 An example run of the algorithm

In this section, we will apply the method for abstraction refinement to a basic
example to illustrate the integration with classical automata learning for Mealy
machines (cf. [20,25]). The pseudo code for our example is given in Fig. 3. It
specifies a protocol entity that to the next upper layer provides primitives to
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- msg(0,d) recv
ε ind -
msg(0,d) - ack(0)
msg(0,d) recv - -
recv ind -
msg(0,d) msg(0,d) - ack(0)
msg(0,d) recv msg(0,d) - -
msg(0,d) recv recv - -

recv

msg/ind
msg

recv/ack(0)

msg,recv

Figure 4. Observation Table and hypothesis at the end of the first learning
phase

receive and indicate messages and to the next lower layer exposes primitives
to receive messages and to send acknowledgements. The component internally
uses an continually increasing Integer variable to keep track of sequence numbers
assigned to messages. Due to the counter, this system has infinitely many states
even if we abstract from the content of the messages. We will show, how our
algorithm refines the input alphabet just enough to reveal its Alternating Bit
Protocol like stop-and-go behavior, which is regular.

Initially we assume an abstraction that has two concrete representative el-
ements msg(0,d) and recv, where msg and recv denote two different primitives,
and d some concrete instantiation of data. The abstraction refinement algorithm
then is assumed to be able to partition the set of all possible inputs to the system
according to this abstraction.

The learning algorithm will use an Observation Table and initialize the set of
distinguishing suffixes D as {msg(0,d),recv}, the set of access sequences S as {ε}
and the set of continuations SA accordingly. During the first round of learning the
algorithm will find two additional access sequences msg(0,d) and msg(0,d)recv.
Fig. 4 shows the resulting observation table and the resulting abstract hypothesis.
Now, let the three-lettered word msg(72,d′) recv msg(73,d′′) be the counterex-
ample that is provided by the equivalence oracle. We first apply the current
abstraction component-wisely to the counterexample. This results in the ab-
stract word msg recv msg, which will be concretized to msg(0,d) recv msg(0,d).
The original counterexample and its representative will, when run on the system,
lead to different outputs:

msg(72,d′) recv msg(73,d′′) : ind ack(0) ind
msg(0,d) recv msg(0,d) : ind ack(0) −

At this point classic automata learning and a static abstraction would fail. The
too coarse abstraction produces a conflict in observations that would be inter-
preted as result of inherent non-deterministic behavior or without interpreta-
tion simply as a failure of the experimental setup. Here, the proposed abstrac-
tion refinement method comes into play. The corresponding detailed analysis
of the counterexample is shown in Fig. 5. The prefixes of the counterexample
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candidate reaction processing
msg(72,d’) recv msg(73,d”) ind ack(0) ind -
msg(0,d) recv msg(73,d”) ind ack(0) ind replace msg(72,d’) by γ(α(msg(72,d’))
msg(0,d) recv msg(73,d”) ind ack(0) ind replace recv by γ(α(recv)
msg(0,d) recv msg(0,d) ind ack(0) - replace msg(73,d”) by γ(α(msg(73,d”))

Figure 5. Treatment of a counterexample

will component-wisely (one symbol at time) replaced by their according repre-
sentative elements. The resulting word is then executed on the system. At one
point the system’s behavior will switch from producing the same output as for
the original counterexample to producing different output. In this case replacing
msg(73,d′′) will result in a different (conflicting) observation. We thus use the
transformed prefix and the original element at the current position of the coun-
terexample to refine the abstraction on the alphabet. The abstract symbol msg
will be split into the abstract symbols msg0 and msg1. The witness revealing the
difference is (msg(0,d) recv, msg(0,d)|msg(73,d′′), ε).

After processing the counterexample is completed, the newly found represen-
tative element is passed to the learning algorithm as a new alphabet symbol.
Assuming the learning algorithm will use this symbol only to extend the set of
continuations SA and not in the set D as well (which is sufficient), the learning
algorithm will after a second round terminate with a hypothesis that is equiv-
alent to the behavior of the actual system. The resulting observation table and
hypothesis are shown in Fig. 6.

5 Conclusion

We have presented an on-the-fly method for refining a given abstraction to au-
tomatically regain a deterministic behavior, a must for active learning. With
this method detected non-determinism does no longer lead to failure, but to a
dynamic abstraction refinement. Like automata learning itself, this method is

- msg(0,d) recv
ε ind -
msg(0,d) - ack(0)
msg(0,d) recv - -
msg(0,d) recv msg(73,d”) - ack(1)
recv ind -
msg(73,d”) ind -
msg(0,d) msg(0,d) - ack(0)
msg(0,d) msg(73,d”) - ack(0)
msg(0,d) recv msg(0,d) - -
msg(0,d) recv recv - -
msg(0,d) recv msg(73,d”) msg(0,d) - ack(1)
msg(0,d) recv msg(73,d”) recv ind -
msg(0,d) recv msg(73,d”) msg(73,d”) - ack(1)

recv
msg1

msg0/ind

msg0

msg1

recv/ack(0)

msg0
recv

msg1/indmsg0

msg1

recv/ack(1)

Figure 6. Observation Table and hypothesis after termination
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in general neither sound nor complete, but it also enjoys similar convergence
properties as long as the concrete (not necessarily finite) system itself behaves
deterministically. From a practical perspective, our method allows users to ‘ex-
perimentally’ try abstractions and to let the algorithm care for the determinism
requirement.

Our experience with a prototypical implementation of the enhanced learning
algorithm is quite promising. We applied it, e.g., to the case study discussed in
[1]. While Aarts et al. used a priori knowledge and hand tailored an abstraction
in their case study in several iterations, we could simply provide a far too coarse
initial abstraction, which was then automatically refined by our algorithm to
terminate with the same result.
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Abstract The Next Generation LearnLib (NGLL) is a framework for
model-based construction of dedicated learning solutions on the basis
of extensible component libraries, which comprise various methods and
tools to deal with realistic systems including test harnesses, reset mech-
anisms and abstraction/refinement techniques. Its construction style al-
lows application experts to control, adapt, and evaluate complex learning
processes with minimal programming expertise.

1 Introduction

Creating behavioral models of un(der)specified systems, e.g., for documentation-
or verification-purposes, using (semi-)automated learning algorithms, has be-
come a viable method for quality assurance. Its practical impact increases with
the advances in computer resources and, in particular, with the ability to exploit
application-specific frame conditions for optimization. Still, creating fitting learn-
ing setups is laborious, in part because available learning methods in practice are
not engineered to be versatile, often being hard-coded for specific use cases and
thus showing limited potential for adaptability towards new fields of application.
The Next Generation LearnLib (NGLL) is designed to ease this task by offering
an extensive and extensible component library comprising various methods and
tools to deal with realistic systems including test harnesses, reset mechanisms
and abstraction/refinement techniques. A modeling layer based on the NGLL
allows for model-based construction of easily refinable learning solutions. Being
internet-enabled, NGLL supports the integration of remote components. Thus
learning solutions can be composed of mixtures of components running locally or
anywhere in the world, a fact that can in particular be exploited to learn remote
systems or to flexibly distribute the learning effort on distributed resources.

In the remainder of this paper, we will describe the technology underlying the
NGLL in Section 2, present model-driven creation of learning setups in Section
3, and outline the usefulness in a competitive environment in Section 4, before
we conclude in Section 5.
? This work is supported by the European FP 7 project CONNECT (IST 231167).
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2 Base Technology

The NGLL is the result of an extensive reengineering effort on the original
LearnLib [7], which has originally been designed to systematically build finite
state machine models of unknown real world systems (Telecommunications Sys-
tems, Web Services, etc.). The experience with the LearnLib soon led to the
construction of a platform for experimentation with different learning algorithms
and to statistically analyze their characteristics in terms of learning effort, run
time and memory consumption. The underlying learning technology is active
learning following the pattern of Angluin’s L∗ algorithm [2], which introduced
active system interrogation to automata learning. One of the main obstacles in
practical learning is the implementation of the idealized form of interrogation in
terms of membership and equivalence queries proposed by Angluin. This requires
an application-specific interplay of testing and abstraction technology, driving
the reengineering effort that created the NGLL.

The foundation of NGLL is a new extensive Java framework of data structures
and utilities, based on a set of interface agreements extensively covering concerns
of active learning from constructing alphabets to tethering target systems. This
supports the development of new learning components with little boilerplate
code and the integration of third-party learning technology, such as libalf [3].

All learning solutions we know of, like libalf, focus on providing fixed sets of
learning algorithms. In contrast, the component model of the NGLL extends into
the core of the learning algorithms, enabling application-fit tailoring of learning
algorithms, at design- as well as at runtime. In particular, it is unique in

– comprising features for addressing real-world or legacy systems, like instru-
mentation, abstraction, and resetting,

– resolving abstraction-based non-determinism by alphabet abstraction refine-
ment, which would otherwise lead to the failure of learning attempts [4],

– supporting execution and systematic experimentation and evaluation, even
including remote learning and evaluation components, and, most notably, in

– its high-level modeling approach described in the next section.

3 Modeling Learning Solutions

LearnLib Studio, which is based on jABC [9], our service-oriented framework
for the modeling, development, and execution of complex applications and pro-
cesses, is NGLL’s graphical interface for designing and executing learning and
experimentation setups.

A complete learning solution is usually composed of several components,
some of which are optional: learning algorithms for various model types, system
adapters, query filters and caches, model exporters, statistical probes, abstrac-
tion providers, handlers for counterexamples etc.. Many of these components are
reusable in nature. NGLL makes them available as easy-to-use building blocks
for the graphical composition of application-fit learning experiments.

Figure 1 illustrates the graphical modeling style typical for LearnLib Studio
along a very basic learning scenario. One easily identifies a common three phase
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Figure 1. Executable model of a simple learning experiment in LearnLib Studio.

pattern recurring in most learning solutions: The learning process starts with a
configuration phase, where in particular the considered alphabet and the system
connector are selected, before the learner itself is created and started. The subse-
quent central learning phase is characterized by the L∗-typical iterations, which
organize the test-based interrogation of the system to be learned. These itera-
tions are structured in phases of exploration, which end with the construction
of a hypothesis automaton, and the (approximate) realization of the so-called
equivalence query, which in practice searches for counterexamples separating the
hypothesis automaton from the system to be learned. If this search is successful,
a new phase of exploration is started in order to take care of all the consequences
implied by the counterexample. Otherwise the learning process terminates after
some postprocessing in the third phase, e.g., to produce statistical data.

Most learning experiments follow this pattern, usually enriched by
application-specific refinements. Our graphical modeling environment is designed
for developing such kinds of refinements by supporting, e.g., component reuse,
versioning, optimization and evaluation.

4 Fast-cycle experimentation: The ZULU Experience

The ability to quickly design and extend learning setups, coupled with statisti-
cal probes and visualizations, was invaluable during the ZULU competition [1].
Various learning setups, involving different learning algorithms and strategies for
finding counterexamples, were evaluated in a time-saving manner in the graphi-
cal environment. The NGLL allows one to configure whole experimentation series
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for automatic evaluation in batch mode, resulting in aggregated statistical charts
highlighting the various profiles. This way we were able to identify the winning
setup for the ZULU competition, by playing with variants of finding and evaluat-
ing counterexamples [8,6] and combining them to a continuous evolution process
for the construction of learning hypotheses [5].

5 Conclusion

The NGLL provides a machine learning framework, designed for flexibility, ex-
tensibility and reusability. It comprises LearnLib Studio, which enables quick ex-
perimentation with learning methods in research and practice, and thus helps to
design fitting learning setups for application-specific contexts. Being executable
jABC graphs, learning setups in LearnLib Studio can use every facility of the
jABC-framework. This includes step-by-step execution, transformation of learn-
ing setups into standalone applications using code generation, parallel and hier-
archical structuring of the models, model-checking, and automatic deployment
on various platforms. Many concepts only briefly mentioned, but not discussed
here in detail due to limited space, will be demonstrated during the tool demo.
In experiments the NGLL demonstrated the ability to learn models with approx-
imately 40,000 systems states and 50 alphabet symbols. The NGLL is available
for download at the http://www.learnlib.de website.
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A Description of the tool demo

The NGLL obtains flexibility from a component model designed to make recur-
ring concerns of active learning addressable by interchangeable implementations.
An incomplete glimpse is offered in Figure 2: on the left-hand side one can see
components potentially generating queries (e.g., and most important, “Learner”
components, which implement learning algorithms) and on the right-hand side
one can see a chain of “Oracle” components, which either generate a query re-
sponse or hand the query to the Oracle component which is next in chain. Oracle
components can, e.g, be caches, application-specific filters, query transformers
(e.g., in the context of abstraction), distributers that deliver queries to network
nodes or plain system adapters. These components can be freely connected and
the resulting “learning pipeline” can also be reconfigured at runtime, e.g., to in-
sert a new query filter using recently inferred knowledge. The modeling paradigm
of LearnLib Studio facilitates the NGLL component-model.

Figure 2. NGLL component composition example

For the tool demo we plan to introduce a running example which is to seam-
lessly evolve from a minimal setup to a more sophisticated experiment. Following
a short introduction to LearnLib Studio, construction of a first setup will take
place. After demonstrating how to construct and evolve a learning scenario from
preexisting components, we will show how to create and integrate new system
adapters.

The following pages relate to the contents of the demo session in a sense that
we intend to demonstrate all features described.

As one can see in Figure 3 LearnLib Studio mainly consists of three areas of
interest: On the top left a list of available building blocks (SIBs) is displayed, on
the lower left an editor for parameters is available. Most screen space is dedicated
to a model drawing canvas, where applications can be composed from SIBs with
simple “drag and drop” tools.

The minimal example simply consists of building blocks to specify the learn-
ing environment (initial alphabet and a system connector), to create and start a
learner and to display the learned result. In this setup the learner directly inter-
acts with the system via the connector (an“Oracle”as discussed above), meaning
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Figure 3. LearnLib Studio with a minimal learning setup loaded
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that the details of the query processing process are hidden. Also missing is any
sort of equivalence approximation, meaning that the very first hypothesis is au-
tomatically the result of the learning process.

The latter can easily be addressed by introducing one of the equivalence
approximation components available in NGLL. Figure 4 shows such a setup.
As one can easily see the learning process will be restarted if the equivalence
approximation finds a counterexample proving the hypothesis wrong, which is a
prerequisite for being able to expect results useful in real-life.

Figure 4. Minimal learning example (see figure 3), completed with equivalence
approximation

Under some circumstances it is necessary to have tighter control over the
interaction between the learner and the system to be learned, e.g., to prepare
the system for further queries by means of special control sequences. If the sys-
tem connector cannot provide this functionality this has to become part of the
learning setup, which means that facilities have to be provided so that all com-
munication between the learner and the target system can be channeled through
the modeled setup. In the NGLL this happens by requesting a switch into the
“asynchronous mode”, where learning queries are queued instead of directly be-
ing sent to the target system. This way the learning process can retrieve each
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query, invoke e.g. initialization steps on the target system and then proceed to
feed the query into the system adapter. In this scenario the learning process is
also responsible for forwarding the system response to the learner, meaning all
crucial steps are under direct management of the process graph. Figure 1 shows
such a setup, which in Figure 5 is refined to include components for target-system
management. As one can easily see two new loop constructs exist, responsible
for processing learning queries for the learner itself and also for the equivalence
approximation. A particularly powerful enhancement is alphabet abstraction re-
finement [4]. It automatically resolves abstraction-based non-determinism, which
would otherwise lead to the failure of the learning process, as will also be illus-
trated during the tool demo.

Figure 5. Asnchronous learning setup with system management components
integrated into the query loops
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To compare different learning setups it is possible to create a batch-learning
process, in which several variations of the learning setup are executed in succes-
sion. Each setup can be outfitted with its own statistics probe, producing distinct
data points. Figure 6 shows two learning configurations, sharing most parts of
the graph. In this example the effect of filtering queries using a query-cache is
examined: The “config1” branch of the “Iterate configs” node creates a configura-
tion in which queries are filtered using a cache, while the “config2” branch does
not add any filters.

Figure 6. A batched learning setup with two different configurations under test.

At the end of the batch process a visualization tool (shown in Figure 7) is in-
voked, presenting different views onto the data gathered by the statistical probes.
In this case it is immediately visible that a cache for queries does significantly
reduce the number of membership queries presented to the target system.

Figure 7. Visualizations of the statistical data gathered by the batched learning
setup.
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Once a learning result is available a magnitude of tools already available in
jABC can be used to process or analyze it. Figure 8 shows a learned model being
compared to a formal specification by means of model checking. This illustrates
how automata learning technology is an enabler for formal verification methods
to check systems for which no formal specification existed beforehand. In the
shown example scenario a model of a simulated control system of the Voyager
space probes is checked for compliance with formulated requirements.

We could, using model checking techniques, prove the existence of unwanted
behavior in the learned model and relate it to questionable behavior of the code
generator for the ASSL specification language, which was used to transform the
behavioral specification of the Voyager control systems into an executable model.

Figure 8. A learned model of a subsystem of the Voyager space probe under
test via model-checking

B Maturity of the NGLL and user base

The NGLL is already the third generation of learning frameworks developed
at TU Dortmund. It is used by international partners, e.g. Uppsala University
and Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, and in various international projects, most
notably the Connect-Project, an EU-funded effort to automatically synthesize
networked system connectors (see http://connect-forever.eu/). Moreover, it
is the technical backbone for the RERS Challenge (Regular Extrapolation of
Reactive Systems: http://leo.cs.tu-dortmund.de:8100/index.html). It has
been made available on the internet in October 2010.
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LearnLib. a framework for automata learning

How to get started with LearnLib Studio
To be able to install and execute LearnLib Studio it is necessary to 
have a Java runtime environment installed. If not already present on 
your system, you can get a recent version from java.com. 

The main window of LearnLib Studio

After downloading and installing LearnLib Studio and starting the 
program a window closely resembling the following image should 
appear: 
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As one can see the main window is divided into three main areas: 
Most screen space is allocated to a drawing canvas, where executable 
graphs can be composed using a palette of building blocks (SIBs). On 
the upper left hand part of the window one can see a project browser, 
where executable graphs in the currently selected project are listed. 
After installation a demo project containing some example graphs 
should already be opened. On the lower left hand part an editor for 
building block parameters is situated. 

Loading a graph

By double-clicking a graph file in the projects browser a graph can be 
loaded. 
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The loaded example graph should resemble the following image: 

 

This is a (mostly) linear graph of building blocks which configures a 
learning setup (defining, e.g., the oracle to be consulted for learning 
queries and the alphabet of symbols from which queries are to be 
composed of) and controls the actual learning loop, followed by 
showing gathered statistical values and the learned model. 
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Execution of graphs

The "Tracer" plugin allows for execution of graphs. It can be found in 
the "Plugins" menu of LearnLib Studio's main window: 

 

This will open a small window with buttons that can start, e.g., 
stepwise execution of the graph: 

 

The current position of the stepwise execution is indicated by green 
arrows which follow the path of the execution. It is possible to switch 
to regular non-stepwise execution by clicking on the leftmost button. 
Once execution has finished a window presenting a view on gathered 
statistics should appear. The learned model should be displayed in 
another tab, next to the model just executed.
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LearnLib. a framework for automata learning

API tutorial
This page contains a simple tutorial on how to connect a learning 
algorithm to a real system under test (SUT). As an example we will 
learn the behavior of a Java class. This class Pool implements a pool 
of objects. The pool is implemented around a set. Thus, each object 
can only be contained once. The pool has methods to 

• add an object 
• remove an object 
• test if the pool is empty 

The source of the implementation looks like: 

public class Pool {

    private Set<Object> pool = new HashSet<Object>();

    public void add(Object o) {
        pool.add(o);
    }

    public void remove(Object o) {
        pool.remove(o);
    }

    public boolean isEmpty() {
        return pool.isEmpty();
    }    
}

Connecting to the system

Learning algorithms can not be connected directly to real systems. 
Learning algorithms use alphabets. A learning algorithm will formulate 
a test case that is to be executed on the system in an abstract 
language (as words that are build from the input alphabet). It will also 
expect the reaction of the system to be encoded into words over the 
output alphabet. 
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To connect a learning algorithm and a real system, we will need to 
have a test-driver, which translates input words into sequences of real 
actions (e.g., method calls) and real outputs (e.g., return values) into 
output words. In the test-driver, we first define these alphabets. 

public class PoolTestDriver {
    // input symbols
    private static final Symbol O1_IN = new SymbolImpl("o1in");
    private static final Symbol O2_IN = new SymbolImpl("o2in");
    private static final Symbol O1_OUT = new SymbolImpl("o1out");
    private static final Symbol O2_OUT = new SymbolImpl("o2out");
    private static final Symbol ISEMPTY = new SymbolImpl("isempty?");

    // input alphabet used by learning algorithm
    public static final Alphabet SIGMA;
    static
    {
        SIGMA = new AlphabetImpl();
        SIGMA.addSymbol(O1_IN);
        SIGMA.addSymbol(O2_IN);
        SIGMA.addSymbol(O1_OUT);
        SIGMA.addSymbol(O2_OUT);
        SIGMA.addSymbol(ISEMPTY);
    }

    // return values
    private static final Symbol TOP = new SymbolImpl("true");
    private static final Symbol BOT = new SymbolImpl("false");
    private static final Symbol NOOP = new SymbolImpl("-");

    ...

Here, single actions are of type Symbol (which is a Java Interface). We 
here use SymbolImpl, a lightweight implementation of Symbol. Each 
Symbol holds a user-defined object. In this tutorial we use plain 
strings as user objects. Symbols are compared (and identified) using 
the equals() method of the user object. We define one Symbol for 
each action we plan to invoke on the SUT and for each answer we 
expect from the SUT. The input symbols will be given to the learning 
algorithm in form of an Alphabet. Again, we use the basic 
implementation AlphabetImpl, that is provided by LearnLib. The 
learning algorithms work with a flexible output alphabet. We therefore 
can omit building an explicit output alphabet. In this example we will 
learn the behavior of the pool for two objects that can be added or 
removed. 

After defining the side of the test-driver that will be exposed to the 
learning algorithm later, we need some code to instrument the SUT. 
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This code essentially consists of two parts: 

• execution of symbols 
• reset 

The learning algorithm will need to have a means of executing words 
of inputs on the system and get back words of outputs. In the test-
driver we therefor a method that allows the execution of single 
symbols on the SUT. The method simply translates input symbols into 
method calls and the results of method calls into output symbols. 

The learning algorithm will further require a means of reseting the 
SUT into its initial state. We provide this by simply creating a new 
instance of the SUT each time a reset is required. 

    ...
    // system under test
    public Pool pool;

    // local test variables
    private final String o1 = "o1";
    private final String o2 = "o2";

    public Symbol executeSymbol(Symbol s) {
        if (s.equals(O1_IN)) {
            pool.add(o1);
            return NOOP;
        } else if (s.equals(O2_IN)) {
            pool.add(o2);
            return NOOP;
        } else if (s.equals(O1_OUT)) {
            pool.remove(o1);
            return NOOP;
        } else if (s.equals(O2_OUT)) {
            pool.remove(o2);
            return NOOP;
        } else if (s.equals(ISEMPTY)){
            return pool.isEmpty() ? TOP : BOT;
        }
        return null;
    }

    public void reset() {
        this.pool = new Pool();
    }
}
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Oracles

The test-driver still contains very SUT-specific code. To make explicit 
the different concerns when connecting to a real system we split the 
implementation of the test-driver and the Oracle. A learning 
algorithm will expect an instance of Oracle as connection to the 
system. As the concrete realization of an oracle typically depends on 
the concrete SUT to be learned, one will not find a general basic 
implementation of an Oracle in LearnLib. 

public class PoolOracle implements Oracle {

    private PoolTestDriver testDriver;

    public PoolOracle() {        
        testDriver = new PoolTestDriver();
    }

    @Override
    public Word processQuery(Word query) throws LearningException {
    ...

An oracle has to implement only one method: Word 
processQuery(Word query). In this example we implement this 
method to only 

• reset the SUT 
• iterate over the query and execute it step-wise on the SUT (via 

the test-driver) 

    ...
    public Word processQuery(Word query) throws LearningException {
        Word trace = new WordImpl();
        testDriver.reset();
        for (Symbol i : query.getSymbolList()) {
            Symbol o = testDriver.executeSymbol(i);
            trace.addSymbol(o);
        }
        return trace;
    }
}

Learning the behavior of the Pool

We now have everything at hand to learn the behavior of our SUT. 
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Logging

LearnLib provides a logging framework that allows you to log output 
to different facilities. For each LoggingAppender that is added to the 
logging system you can assign a threshold level. Only messages 
above this level will be passed to the according appender. We here 
use a PrintStreamLoggingAppender to log to System.out and 
second appender that logs to a html file. 

LearnLog.addAppender(new 
PrintStreamLoggingAppender(LogLevel.INFO,System.out));
LearnLog.addAppender(new HtmlLoggingAppender(LogLevel.DEBUG,
                "/tmp/learn.html", false, false, false));

Setup

Now, let us create the oracle, the learning algorithm, and the 
equivalence algorithm. We here use a W-Method conformance test to 
simulate equivalence queries and initialize it with N=4 (where N is an 
upper bound on number of states the SUT can have). In this example 
we chose this bound to be tight - which for real black-boxes normally 
one cannot! LearnLib comprises a number of algorithms for 
equivalence approximation. 

As learning algorithm we chose the ObservationPack algorithm 
(there are several other learning alorithms implemented in LearnLib). 
To both the learning algorithm and the equivalence algorithm we pass 
the oracle. To the learning algorithm we also pass the input alphabet. 
The equivalence algorithm will later construct the input alphabet on-
the-fly from the hypothesis. 

// create oracle for mutex
Oracle testOracle = new PoolOracle();

EquivalenceOracle eqtest = new WMethodEquivalenceTest(4);
eqtest.setOracle(testOracle);

Learner learner = new ObservationPack();
learner.setOracle(testOracle);
learner.setAlphabet(PoolTestDriver.SIGMA);
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Main loop

In the main loop the actual learning round are carried out. Invoking 
the learn() method on a learning algorithm will make the algorithm 
complete the actual round of learning. After completion, the current 
hypothesis is passed to the equivalence algorithm. In case a 
counterexample is found, this will be passed back to the learning 
algorithm. If no counterexample is found, the main loop will be left 
and the learned model will be persisted into a file the dot-utility of 
Graphviz can process using the DotUtil class. 

boolean equiv = false;
while (!equiv)
{
      // learn one round
      learner.learn();
      Automaton hyp = learner.getResult();

      logger.log(LogLevel.INFO, "hypothetical states: " +
                    hyp.getAllStates().size());

      // search for counterexample
      EquivalenceOracleOutput o = eqtest.findCounterExample(hyp);
      if (o == null) {
            equiv = true;
            continue;
      }
      learner.addCounterExample(o.getCounterExample(), 
o.getOracleOutput());
}

DotUtil.writeDot(learner.getResult(), new 
File("/tmp/learnresult.dot"));

Running the example

Below you see the output the PrintStreamLoggingAppender will 
produce on System.out for this example. It is splitted into several 
parts. Furthermore you can see what the hypothesis and data 
structure of the algorithm look like at the end of every round. 
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Round 1

======================================================================
==
[INFO] Closing Table
======================================================================
==
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO]Splitting Component

suffix: [isempty? ]
New access sequence: [o1in ]
New trace: [false ]
Old accesss sequence: []
Old trace: [true ]

----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO] New state: o1in 
======================================================================
==
[INFO] Checking Consistency
======================================================================
==
[INFO] hypothetical states: 2
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Round 2

======================================================================
==
[INFO] Equivalence Query
======================================================================
==
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO]W-method conformance-test setup

hypothesis size (n): 2
maximal size (N): 4
alphabet size (|A|): 5
prefixtree size (|p|): 11
suffix set size (|z|): 1
max. add. distance (w): 2
test size: SUM ( |p| * (|A|^i) * |z| ), for all 1 <= i <= w
test size: 330
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
======================================================================
==
[INFO] Analyzing Counterexample
======================================================================
==
======================================================================
==
[INFO] Closing Table
======================================================================
==
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO]Splitting Component

suffix: [o1out isempty? ]
New access sequence: [o2in ]
New trace: [false ]
Old accesss sequence: [o1in ]
Old trace: [true ]

----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO] New state: o2in 
======================================================================
==
[INFO] Checking Consistency
======================================================================
==
======================================================================
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==
[INFO] Analyzing Counterexample
======================================================================
==
[INFO] [o2in o1out isempty? ] is not a counterexample
[INFO] hypothetical states: 3
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Round 3

======================================================================
==
[INFO] Equivalence Query
======================================================================
==
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO]W-method conformance-test setup

hypothesis size (n): 3
maximal size (N): 4
alphabet size (|A|): 5
prefixtree size (|p|): 16
suffix set size (|z|): 2
max. add. distance (w): 1
test size: SUM ( |p| * (|A|^i) * |z| ), for all 1 <= i <= w
test size: 160
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
======================================================================
==
[INFO] Analyzing Counterexample
======================================================================
==
======================================================================
==
[INFO] Closing Table
======================================================================
==
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO]Splitting Component

suffix: [o2out isempty? ]
New access sequence: [o1in o2in ]
New trace: [false ]
Old accesss sequence: [o2in ]
Old trace: [true ]

----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO] New state: o1in o2in 
======================================================================
==
[INFO] Checking Consistency
======================================================================
==
======================================================================
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==
[INFO] Analyzing Counterexample
======================================================================
==
[INFO] [o2in o1in o2out isempty? ] is not a counterexample
[INFO] hypothetical states: 4
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Last Equivalence Query

The last W-Method test contains 0 tests as the hypothesis has already 
4 states (which we set as an upper bound to the number of states in 
the real system). 

======================================================================
==
[INFO] Equivalence Query
======================================================================
==
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO]W-method conformance-test setup

hypothesis size (n): 4
maximal size (N): 4
alphabet size (|A|): 5
prefixtree size (|p|): 21
suffix set size (|z|): 3
max. add. distance (w): 0
test size: SUM ( |p| * (|A|^i) * |z| ), for all 1 <= i <= w
test size: 0
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--
[INFO] DONE!!
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